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Introduction and Objectives
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1.1 Introduction

1.1 Introduction

The aim of the chapter is to present this thesis: the objectives, the structure of

the thesis and the work reported. A short bibliographic revision is used to justify

the objectives.

The present introductory chapter has been structured in several sections.

Section §1.1 introduces the importance of multivariate calibration in the present

chemical analysis. This section serves, together with the bibliographic revision in

§1.2, as a background to situate this thesis and its objectives in the context of the

chemical analysis. The section §1.3 contains the objectives of this thesis and §1.4

presents the structure of this thesis. Finally, §1.5 contains the references cited in this

chapter.

1.2 Multivariate calibration in quantitative
analysis

Analytical chemistry plays an important role in our society. Chemical analyses

can be performed for almost any substance of interest. Although many different

problems of varied nature are presented to fulfill the needs of the present society,

many situations in chemical analysis consist of identifying some constituents of a

sample (qualitative analysis) or determining their concentration (quantitative

analysis).

Quantitative analysis assumes that the measurands, usually concentrations of

the constituents of interest in a sample, are related to the quantities measured from

the technique used for analyzing the sample. These measured quantities can be a

volume, a weight, or signals (e.g. spectra, chromatograms or voltages) from

instruments such as spectrophotometers, chromatographs, potentiometers, etc.

In some procedures the analyst may only be interested in the raw numeric

result of this measurement that is either compared to previous measured values
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1. Introduction and objectives

(e.g. in quality control) or used to detect relative changes in the data (e.g. inflexion

points in a potentiometric curve). However, the usual situation when an

instrumental technique is used to quantitatively analyze samples is to build a

mathematical model relating the instrumental responses of a set of calibration

samples to the quantities of chemical or physical variables such as analyte

concentrations or indexes such as the octane number in fuels or the impact index in

polymers. This relationship is used to predict these quantities from the instrumental

response data of new unknown samples* measured in the same manner (e.g. spectra

of test mixtures). Calibration is the process of btiilding that mathematical model.

The motivation underlying multivariate calibration is to relate two types of

measurements in a sample under study: one is easy to obtain and the other may

either require expensive equipment, be time consuming, inaccurate or more

difficult to obtain. The statistical model that establishes a relationship between the

two series of measurements can be used for statistical inference of the unknown

value of the difficult variable after observing the easy-obtainable variable. An

example is the quantitative analysis using spectral data. Spectra are the easy

measurements that can be related to the concentration of a determined analyte.

Otherwise, the analyte should be obtained with the more costly reference or well-

established method. If the instrumental method is faster and less costly than the

reference method we could save time and money.

A variety of mathematical methods can be used to establish appropriate

relationships between instrumental responses and chemical or physical measurands.

Quantitative analysis has traditionally used univariate calibration based on a single

measured signal and converting it to concentration via a calibration une. Two

examples are the measurement of the pH and the single element atomic absorption.

The major difficulty of this model is that the instrumental response must depend

only on the concentration of the analyte of interest and all selectivity problems must

be removed before the measurement. In these cases the analysis of mixture samples

requires either a method to separate the analyte from the interferents or using a

* Unknown sample l~5 will be used in this thesis to designate a sample to be analyzed (the
problem sample). The usually objective is to predict the analyte concentration in this sample
using a calibration model. The recommended name test sample6 is not used to avoid
confusion with a sample from the test set used in the modeling stage (see chapter 2).
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1,2 Multivariate calibration in quantitative analysis

highly selective instrument. The drawback is that the sample manipulation in the

laboratory increases the cost of the analysis. On the other hand, the cost for making

additional measurements on the unknown sample is decreasing due to the

availability of analytical instruments that can perform many measurements per

sample (multivariate signals) such as diode-array spectrophotometers and mass

spectrometers. Hence, there is a tendency to make less sample manipulation and

fewer experiments but to obtain more data in each of them. The simultaneous use of

multiple responses and multivariate calibration can overcome the limitations of

univariate calibration employed on methods which give single point measurements.

Since many measurements are made in each sample, multivariate calibration can

separate analytes from interferences without the need of highly selective

measurements for the analyte and enables concentration determinations from non-

selective measurements, thus improving the applicability of quantitative spectral

analysis. The so called inverse models can calibrate for individual constituents in

samples with very complex compositions, provided that the future unknown

samples exhibit the same behavior as the calibration samples,

One advantage of multivariate signals combined with chemometric techniques

is the considerable reduction in cost and time of the analysis. This is due to the

reduction in the number of steps in the sample manipulation since it is not necessary

to achieve complete separation or selectivity. Moreover, the concentration of more

than one analyte can be determined at a time. However, more complex mathematical

expressions than the simple univariate calibration are required. Sometimes, these

models give a less precise or accurate result than the obtained with the traditional

method of analysis but more rapid and cheaper. Examples of that are the analysis of

protein in wheat or of water in meat. For these reasons, multivariate calibration

methods are increasingly used in laboratories and spectrometers are becoming

measurement devices of preferred choice in many current applications. Several

reviews and textbooks are available on the subject1'3'4-742.

The quality of the result of an analysis is influenced by all the steps involved in

the analysis. Since prediction with multivariate calibration models is becoming a

common step of the analytical procedure, the necessity of building these models

that offer the guarantee of precise and unbiased predictions is clear. Actually, the

development and improvement of these models is one of the focuses of

chemometric research at the moment. Recent examples of this development are
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1. Introduction and objectives

new regression methods13'14 and new equations that enable to understand the effect

of the measurement errors and their propagation through the model on the error

of the predicted concentrations5. The selection of the most adequate samples and

sensors for calibration is also of primary concern for economical and statistical

reasons. The economical reasons involve the cost of analyzing the calibration samples

with a well-established or reference method and the cost of the instrumentation to

measure the responses used in the analysis. The statistical reasons involve the ability

of the quantitative calibration model to ensure good predictions for new samples.

This is significantly influenced by the samples and sensors used for calibration.

Although the selection of sensors is regularly investigated, the proper selection

of calibration samples seems more forgotten in the analytical literature and not

many papers refer to this problem (see §3.1.3 for a bibliographic revision). In

addition, the methods proposed for sample selection have some drawback about

their real applicability such as not a clear mathematical criteria to decide the

optimal number of samples to be used and to discard the samples that simply have

redundant information. New criteria and methodologies must be developed to meet

the quality criteria in multivariate calibration methods. The solution could be offered

by the experimental design theory, until now used in multiple linear regression

(MLR) but rarely employed in multivariate calibration models such as principal

component regression (PCR ) or partial least squares (PLS) regression.

Concerning the wavelength selection in multivariate calibration, the usual

problem is how to identify the best range of wavelengths or individual sensors for

prediction. Different methods and criteria for optimal wavelength selection have been

proposed, specially in classical least squares regression (CLS) and the experimenter

interested in using a selection criterion must review (and understand!) a large volume

of literature. In addition, there is some discrepancies about the performance of these

criteria and whether if they improve the precision, the trueness or the accuracy of the

result. Many times the authors do no define what they consider to be accuracy or

precision so that their results are difficult to compare. The usefulness of these criteria

and their effect on the modern concepts of precision and trueness of the results

should be clarified.

Moreover, a software to calculate the criteria and methodologies should be

elaborated to facilitate its application in the laboratory.
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1.3 Objectives of the thesis

1.3 Objectives of the thesis

The objective of this doctoral thesis is to study the sample and sensor selection

criteria for the optimization of the multivariate calibration models used in

analytical methods using the concepts from the experimental design. The criteria

found in the scientific literature are considered and, when possible, improved

procedures for sensor and sample selection are proposed.

More specifically, we contribute to the study of:

1. A new sample selection method in principal components regression (PCR)

based on the application of the D-optimality criterion and the Fedorov's

exchange algorithm. The method only uses the instrumental responses of the

candidate samples to select the minimum number of calibration samples to

build the model. The analyte concentration is only determined for the selected

samples. Complementing this method, a new procedure for the fast selection of

the relevant factors in PCR is devised. The Fedorov's algorithm was also

applied to select samples to check if model standardization is necessary in PCR

models. The performance of the sets selected using the D-criterion or the

Kennard-Stone algorithm in MLR was compared.

2. New guidelines for sensor selection in CLS based on the experimental design

theory. The different criteria for wavelength selection are critically reviewed in the

modern terms of the precision, accuracy and trueness. They are interpreted from

the point of view of the experimental design theory using the confidence

hyperellipsoid of the predicted concentrations. The effects of collinearity in CLS

and its effects in the quality of the predicted concentrations have been studied.

3. A new method to detect and reduce bias in future test samples in multicomponent

analysis (CLS).

4. The methodologies and algorithms have been written in m-files Matlab. In the

future they will be implemented in Toolbox for their application in the

laboratory.
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1. Introduction and objectives

1.4 Structure of the work presented

The thesis has been structured in five chapters. Each chapter is divided in

sections. The first section of each chapter is the introduction and contains the aim,

the summary of the contents of the chapter and the justification of the objectives

with a bibliographic revision. This section ends with the references used in the

bibliographic revision. The next sections in the chapter contain the experimental

work written as papers (either published, submitted or in preparation). Each paper

contains the following parts: introduction, theoretical background, experimental

part, discussion and results, conclusions and references. The conclusions of each

chapter are, together with the general conclusions of the thesis, in the chapter 5.

The contents of each chapter are the following:

• Chapter 1 contains the introduction to the work reported in this thesis, the

structure of the thesis and the major arms of the work that is developed in the

following chapters.

• Chapter 2 contains six sections of theoretical (not experimental) nature. Section

§2.1 is the introduction to the chapter. Section §2.2 has the notation and list of

symbols used in this thesis. The notation used in the published papers is

adequately indicated in the paper and is very close to the indicated in §2.2. Section

§2.3 introduces the multiple linear regression (MLR) and the least squares solution,

quite used in this thesis. Some concepts of the experimental design theory, focused

on the optimality criteria to select samples in MLR are reviewed. These ideas are

then used in the chapters §3 and §4. Section §2.4 deals with the basic concepts of

the multivariate calibration methods used in this thesis. A review of their theoretical

basis, that is disperse in many papers and monographs, is considered important to

understand the need of sample and wavelength selection. This part also presents

some new concepts related to the net analyte signal in classical least-squares (CLS)

calibration that are later used in the section §4.3 and §4.7. The section §2.5 contains

guidelines for applying experimental design to the calibration models. These ideas

are used for sample and wavelength selection in chapters 3 and 4. Chapter 2 ends

with the references (§2.6) of this chapter.

8
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1.4 Structure of the work presented

• Chapter 3 deals mainly with the selection of the best calibration sample subset

for PCR. The procedures proposed in the literature for sample selection are

critically reviewed (§3.1.3) A new methodology to select samples from the

instrumental responses of a large subset when the samples cannot be synthesized is

presented in Selection of best calibration sample subset for multivariate regression. Joan

Ferré, F. Xavier Rius Anal Chem. 68, (1996) 1565-1571 (section §3.2). The next paper

Determination ofethylene content in poly(propylene-ethylene) copolymers using near-infrared

spectra (NIR) and multivariate calibration Villagrasa C., Ferré J., Larrechi M.S., Rius F.X.,

García C. (in preparation) (section §3.3) compares the predictive ability of PLS and of

PCR with the factors selected according to the methodology described in §3.2 using

near-infrared (NIR) data of industrial copolymers. Section §3.4 is the paper

Constructing D-optimal designs from a list of candidate samples. Joan Ferré, F. Xavier Rius

Trends Anal. Chem, 16 (1997) 70-73 and is a comparative study of the Fedorov's

algorithm, the popular Kennard-Stone algorithm and the random division of samples

into calibration and validation sets for the selection of samples for a MLR model. §3.5

is the paper Selection of calibration points for PCR in QSAR studies. Joan Ferré, F. X.

Rius (in preparation). It deals with the selection of calibration samples in quantitative

structure-activity relationship (QSAR) studies based on the principal components

using the Fedorov's algorithm. The last paper, Assessing the validity of principal

component regression models in different analytical conditions. Rius A.; Callao M.P., Ferré

J.; Rius F.X., Anal. Chim. Acta 337 (1997) 287-296 presents a procedure for selecting

samples for assessing if a PCR model is still valid before using the piecewise direct

standardization (PDS) technique when the working conditions are different from

those used for modeling. The contribution to this work consists on applying the D-

optimality criterion for selecting, from a large set, the minimum number of samples

that must be analyzed in the new conditions.

• Chapter 4 deals with the selection of the best sensor subset for multicomponent

analysis. In the paper A graphical criterion to examine the quality of multicomponent

analysis. Implications for wavelength selection. ]. Ferré and F.X. Rius Trends Anal. Chem.

16 (1997) 155-162 (section §4.2) the basic concepts used in sensor selection in CLS

are explained on the basis of their effect on the volume, shape and orientation of the

confidence region (an ellipsoid) of the predicted concentrations. This paper is

complemented with Further considerations on the sensitivity and selectivity of

multicomponent systems. J. Ferré and F.X. Rius. In preparation (section §4.3). Here, the
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1. Introduction and objectives

mathematical expressions of sensitivity, selectivity, variance-proportion

decompositions and condition number are discussed and interpreted using the

confidence ellipsoid. The effect of adding a new sensor to the calibration matrix on

the confidence ellipsoid is shown. The section §4.4 is the paper Equivalence between

Selectivity and Variance Inflation factors in multicomponent analysis. J.Ferré, F.X. Rius

Química Analítica 15 (1996) 259-262, where the mathematical equivalence between

selectivity and variance inflation factors is shown. Both can be used as measures of

colhnearity in CLS. The section §4.5 is a tutorial where the ISO definitions of

accuracy, trueness and precision are reviewed and their relationships with the

wavelength selection criteria in CLS are revisited and clarified. This is motivated by

the confusion in the literature about the effect of these criteria on the accuracy,

trueness and precision of the results. The section §4.6 is the paper Figures of Merit in

Multivariate Calibration. Determination of Four Pesticides in Water by FÍA and

Spectrophotometric Detection. J. Ferré, R. Boqué, B. Fernandez-Band, M.S. Larrechi

and F.X. Rius. Anal. Chim. Acta 348 (1997) 167-175. This paper studies the variance

proportion decompositions and the effects of the selectivity and sensitivity in the

prediction error of four pesticides analyzed with a FIA system and CLS. The whole

published paper has been included although the part concerning the detection

limits is not a subject of this thesis. The last part of chapter 4, §4.7, is the paper

Detection and correction of biased results of individual analytes in multicomponent

spectroscopic analysis J.Ferré, F.X. Rius, Submitted for publication. This work was

motivated by the fact that, in the paper in §4.6, the large selectivity and sensitivity

values of the analytes did not agree with the calculated prediction errors. It was

supposed that the large inexplicable errors were not due to the instability of the

system of equations but to an erroneous preparation of the validation samples with

a deficient assigned value of the concentration. In the present paper a tool for

internal validation of the standards and the validation samples based on the net

analyte signal is developed. It enables the bias in CLS models to be detected taking

advantage of the multivariate signal. A wavelength selection procedure is used to

select the wavelength with less prediction error.

• Chapter 5 contains the conclusions of the chapters 3 and 4 and the general

conclusions of the thesis. The advantages and drawbacks of the proposed
-'AiV

methodologies are commented and the trends for future work are devised. It must

be reminded that each paper already has its particular conclusions.

10
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1.5 References

The format of the published papers in this thesis. The published papers have been

edited to give a uniform format to the thesis but the contents have not been

changed. The only change in nomenclature with respect to what has been

published can be found in paper §4.6 Equivalence between Selectivity and Variance

Inflation f actors in multicomponent analysis. J.Ferré, F.X. Rius Química Analítica 15 (1996)

259-262 where the sign ' , used in the paper to indicate transposition, has been

changed in the thesis for a T.
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2.1 Introduction

2.1. Introduction

2.1.1 Aim of the chapter

The aim of this chapter is to introduce the concepts about experimental design

and multivariate calibration used in this thesis. It is also a compendium of the large

amount of information disperse in many papers and books.

2.1.2 Structure of the chapter

This chapter has six parts: introduction (§2.1), notation and definitions (§2.2),

concepts of experimental design theory in general statistical terms (§2.3),. the

theoretical background of the multivariate calibration models used in this thesis

and their advantages and limitations (§2.4), the connection points between the

experimental design theory and the multivariate calibration models (§2.5) and the

collinearity problem in the calibration models (§2.6).

2.2 Notation and definitions

Multivariate calibration can be used with any type of suitable multivariate data

to model any property. However, the terminology used here associates

instrumental responses with sample spectra and the property of interest with the

analyte concentration since the major part of this thesis deals with this type of data.

Matrices are represented by bold capital letters, e.g. R, bold lowercase letters

denote column vectors, e.g. c (row vectors are transposed column vectors) and italic

characters represent scalars, e.g. ft. True values are indicated by Greek characters or

15
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2 Experimental design in multivariate calibration models

the subscript true. Calculated or measured values are indicated by Roman

characters. The hat (A), used in the literature to indicate calculated, has been

dropped from the symbols to simplify the notation; if the magnitude is measured

or calculated can be deduced from the context. The running indexes in multivariate

calibration are: k = 1 to K analytes are present in i= 1 to i calibration samples whose

instrumental responses are measured using j=\ to / sensors. The following is the list

of symbols used in this thesis:

Symbols beginning with a Roman letter

A-

D-

G-

a

A

at*

A=[ai,... a* ... UK]

Afc=[ai,. . ., a/c-i, an-

b/(,CL; b)t,ILS b/c,pCR

=[ci,k, .

C

Cim

criterion of the trace of the dispersion matrix

criterion of the determinant of the dispersion matrix

criterion of the maximal variance function

index for factors

dimensionality (number of factors)of PCR or PLS models

(Jxl) spectrum of the analyte k at / wavelengths at concentration qt°

(Jxl) net analyte signal for the analyte k in a pure analyte spectrum

at concentration c¡f

(JxK) spectra of the K components at / wavelengths at

concentration Ck°

(Jx(iC-l)) matrix A without the kth column ajt

estimated coefficient of the variable;

estimated coefficient of the variable; for the analyte Jc

((J+l)xl or Jxl) estimated coefficients

(Jxl) estimated coefficients for the analyte k

vectors of coefficients for the analyte k estimated in the CLS, ILS,

PCR and PLS models respectively

(fxK) estimated coefficients for ÍC analytes and / variables

concentration of the analyte k in the sample i

concentration of the analyte k in the unknown sample

mean value of Ck

(ixl) concentration of the analyte k in í calibration samples

(Kxl) concentration of K analytes in a sample

(Kxl) concentration of K analytes in an unknown sample

(IxK) concentrations of K analytes in I calibration samples. A

column is the concentration of one analyte in the I calibration

samples, A row is the concentration of the K analytes in one

16
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2.2 Notation

Co

COV(X1,X2)

d(Xun)

D

DA

E

f(xO

H
i
I

íp
I

;
7
k

K

M

min(Xy)

N

P

P»
PA

Q

r - i *' un,y,íc

r¡=[n,i,...,

J'un~l?''ifji,l /

n/,...,

.../ ?un,j i

n, /F

calibration sample

(KxK) diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are cfl

covariance of the random variables Xi and X2

variance function at the point xra

(dimensions depend on the equation) diagonal matrix of singular
values of R or S

(AxA) diagonal matrix of A singular values of R or S

(dimensions depend on the equation) residual matrix

(Qxl) regression functions evaluated at the point x'. Transposed

row of the X matrix

upper cc-percentage point of F-distribution with vi and vi

degrees of freedom

(M) orthogonal projection matrix. Hat matrix,

index for experiments, calibration samples, objects or points
number of experiments or samples in the calibration matrix

number of samples in the validation set
appropriately dimensioned identity matrix

index for independent variables or wavelengths or sensors
number of independent variables or wavelengths in a spectrum
index for analytes

number of analytes or components or constituents in a sample

(QxQ) normalized information matrix or matrix of moments

the largest eigenvalue of (XTX)'1

the lowest eigenvalues of (XTX)-1

number of candidate points

normal distribution with mean |i and variance a2

(JxJ) eigenvectors of RTR

(Jxl) ath column of P, eigenvector of the ath factor

(JxA) selected factors
number of coefficients in a MLR model

instrumental response measured at the sensor j
instrumental response of the sample i measured at the sensor j

instrumental response of the unknown sample measured at the

sensor j
net analyte signal of the analyte fc at the sensor j in the unknown

sample

(Jxl) instrumental responses measured at J sensors (e.g.

absorbances at J wavelengths)

(Jxl) instrumental responses of the calibration sample i measured

at / sensors

i, /F (Jxl) instrumental responses of the unknown sample measured at
J sensors
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2 Experimental design in multivariate calibration models

íun,lc

F

R={ry}

Sic=[si,fc,... Sjj ...

Sk

S=[si,... su ... SK

Sjc=[si,..v su,

tu

tun,A

TA

UA
UVIFy

var(v)

vn

VIF;

x
X'J
x/
x<

X

X=(x/)=(x')
X.1

(Jxl) net analyte signal for the analyte k in the unknown sample

(Jxl) column means of R

(íxj) instrumental responses of / calibration samples measured at J

sensors

estimate of o2

partial sensitivity of the analyte k in the sensor j, defined as the

slope of the analytical calibration plot of the response of the sensor

j to the concentration of the analyte k (responses divided by the

concentration of the analyte in a pure sample). It is usually the

molar absorptivity coefficient of the pure component at unit

pathlenght

net analyte signal of the analyte k in the sensor ;' of the spectrum

of the analyte k pure

(Jxl) partial sensitivities of the analyte k at / wavelengths

(Jxl) net analyte signal for the analyte k in a pure analyte spectrum

(JxK) partial sensitivities of the X components at / wavelengths

(Jx(K-l)) matrix S without the kth column sjt

ath score associated with the ith sample

(Ixl) sample scores for the ath factor

(Axl) scores of the sample í for A factors

(Axl) scores of the unknown sample for A factors

(IxA) scores of R for A factors

(ixA) normalized PCA scores for A factors

;'th diagonal element of (X^X)-1 called the unsealed variance

inflation factor (or just variance coefficient) of the coefficient j

variance of a scalar quantity

symmetric variance-covariance matrix of the vector v

flth eigenvector of (XTX)-1

variance inflation factor of the coefficient y

independent variable or input variable

value of the variable j in the experiment (point) i

column y of X

row i of X, a point of the experimental domain

column means of Xi

(ixQ) (usually ix/ or Ix/+l ) model matrix

(ixQ-1) model matrix with the column of ones deleted

(QXQ) information matrix

(QxQ) dispersion matrix

(QxQ) variance-covariance matrix

dependent variable, output variable, response

measured output variable in the experiment i
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2.2 Notation

t/un

y
y

predicted output variable in the experiment the point xun

mean value of the elements of y

(íxl) measured output variable in í experiments

(íxl) predicted values of the output variable in í experiments

Symbols beginning with a Greek letter

a.

Pi

«u
E

;

CTfl

Oï

£7

02

significance level of a statistical test

true regression coefficient for the variable j

(Jxl or (J+l)xl) true regression coefficients of the model

(Jxl) true regression coefficients for the analyte k

unknown error in the experiment i

(íxl) unknown errors in í experiments

true value of the output variable in the experiment i

(íxl) true values of the output variable in í experiments

flth eigenvalue of (XOC)-1

jth eigenvalue of (STS)-i

flth singular value of R

îth singular value of S

standard deviation

variance of a scalar quantity

(NxJ) matrix of candidate points

(ixj) matrix of experiments (points)

matrix of experiments optimal for the C-criterion

experimental domain of interest
set of matrices of í experiments (points)

true regression coefficient for scores of factor a

true regression vector with respect to scores

Other symbols

, (coma)

; (semicolon)

1

Cond(X)
Det(X)

adds columns in matrices or vectors: P=[pi, pa]=[pi pa]

M- T
adds rows in matrices or vectors: X= [ XIT; X2T] =

(superscript) net analyte signal

2-norm: Euclidean norm
appropriately dimensioned vector of ones
condition number of the matrix X
determinant of the matrix X .
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2 Experimental design in muHivariate calibration models

eq eqs

ix;

fc-row fc-col

max

min

Tr(X)

X1 XT

x+

expected value

equation equations

(subscript) dimensions of a vector or matrix

(subscript) fcth row or column of the matrix

maximum value in a list

minimum value in a list

trace of the matrix X

(superscript) transposition of a matrix X or a vector x

(superscript) Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse of the matrix X

(superscript) the inverse of a matrix of the matrix X

(subscript) magnitude related to the unknown sample

Definitions

Orthonormal. If X is orthonormal then XTX=XXT=I

Singular-value decomposition (SVD). Decomposes a matrix X (IxQ of rank ic) into three

matrices X=UDPT with UTU=PTP=I (fcxfc) and D diagonal with the k positive

singular values on the diagonal.

Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse !<2; used for non-square or overdetermined matrices, where the

inverse cannot be calculated. The pseudo-inverse of a matrix X (IxQ of rank k) is

calculated as X+=PD-aUT where P, U and D result from the SVD of X. The pseudo-

inverse is also X+=(XTX)-1XT if X has linearly independent columns. If y is an Í-

vector of responses, the ordinary least squares (OLS) estimator of the regression

coefficients is boLs= (XTX)-1XTy=X+y. When some rows or columns of X are linearly

dependent or X has more columns than rows (i.e. X is not of full rank, k<Q), the

determinant of XDC is zero, (XTX)-1 does not exist and there is no unique least

squares estimator. However, the pseudo-inverse can still be calculated and

bMLLS=X+y is the unique minimum length least squares (MLLS) solution, which

means that the solution b minimizes bTb in the case that XOi is singular3. The OLS

and MLLS estimator coincide in the full rank case4.
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2.3 Experimental design in MLR

2.3 Experimental design in multiple linear
regression

2.3.1 The study of chemical systems

Chemical systems can be represented as in Figure 2.1 where one or more

outputs y, also called dependent variables or responses can be measured. Their result

depends of one or more input variables x *, also called independent variables 5:

input variable s output variables

ERROR

Figure 2.1. Representation of a system under study.

The aim of research in many chemistry areas is to understand and improve the

system under study by finding the dependence between the input and the output

variables. This requires conducting experiments by varying the values (levels) of one

or more input variables and studying the changes in the response. The comparison

of the obtained data puts into evidence that dependence and enables to identify the

optimal conditions, the variables that most influence the results and those that do

not, the presence of interactions, etc. The range of values that can take each

variable is the domain and the combination of the domain of all the variables is the

domain of the variables. This contains all the feasible experiments (the possible

experimental domain) from where the experimental domain of interest (%) may be a part

* The word factor used in experimental design as the cause of the studied phenomenon is not
used here to avoid confusion with the factors from PCA and PLS.
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2 Experimental design in multivariate calibration models

of it. The variables are usually expressed in coded units. The set of I experiments to

be performed, expressed in coded units, constitutes the matrix of experiments (fy ),

where each row represents one experiment and each column one of the / variables.

The experimental plan is the matrix of experiments expressed in raw variables.

To study such dependences, the design of the experimental runs is many times

based on the experimenter's intuition and it is not rare to use the sequential

method of changing one-variable-at-a-time experiments. However, this has been

shown to be inefficient6'8: it may require too many experiments if the number of

variables and levels to study is large and it provides no information on interactions

among the variables. A more efficient way of conducting the study consists of

changing simultaneously several variables in the same experiment. The important

decisions derived from the experimental results and the non-negligible cost of the

experimentation may advise using a methodological approach to establish the

optimal organization of the experiments. Statistical experimental designs provide

the mathematical framework for studying several variables simultaneously in a

small number of experiments and obtaining information on interaction behavior.

2.3.2 Aims of experimental design

Experimental design, also called design of experiments (DOE), stands for a

systematic way of planning the experiments aimed at efficiently extracting

information employing statistical tools. The DOE helps the experimenter to select

an optimal experimental strategy to achieve the proposed objectives. This includes:

1. To devise a reduced-cost set of experiments necessary to obtain the answer to a

problem (e.g. the influence of the variables on the system or optimization of a

response through a mathematical model among others9) by varying

systematically multiple variables in a single experiment. This ensures the

maximum efficiency of the experimental work and avoids random assays,

redundant information and the pitfalls of the one-component-at-a-time method.

This affects the cost of the experimentation.

22
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2,3 Experimental design in MLR

2. To assure that the selected experiments will yield a correct and reliable

information about the influence of each variable on the system by minimizing

the variance of estimated coefficients obtained through regression10. In addition

the experiments must enable to interpret the obtained information and the

generalization of the conclusions in the domain of interest. Statistical analysis

methods are employed to determine whether a treatment is statistically significant

in influencing the system response. This affects the quality of the result.

2,3.3 The linear model of multiple independent variables

2.3.3.1 The multiple linear regression (MLR) model

Many times the dependece between the input and output variables is expressed

as a mathematical model " :

(2.1)

where 77 is the true value of the response and fa (c¡=1, ..., Q) are the true coefficients

of the model, supposed constant in the domain under study. The model can be

used to describe experimental results, to interpret the influence of the independent

variables in the response or for prediction purposes in the experimental domain. The

mathematical expression depends on the phenomenon being described and on the

domain (usually, the smaller the domain, the simpler the model can be). The

models considered here are linear with respect to coefficients since they usually

represent a sufficient approximation to the reality of the domain. They can be

written as:

(2.2)

where (3 is the vector of coefficients and f(xi, ... x¡, ... xj) is a vector of x variables

that represents the equation of the model (it may include, for example, the

* Since regression actually is a statistical problem, along §2.3 the common symbols x and y are
used for the independent and dependent variables respectively instead of a specialized
chemical notation. !
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2 Experimental design in multivariate calibration models

measured variables, cross-products and powers e.g. in ??=/7o + /tat + fiiixi2 , the

vectors are F=[l xi xi2] and P=[/?0 fi. Ai]1)- The models considered in this thesis are

first degree polynomia for / independent variables:

= J3o (2.3)

so that f T =[1, xi, X2 ,... X]] and P=[/?o, fti, fh...... , /?/]T. Since some unknown error s¡

(random and/or systematic) is always present in any experimentally obtained

quantity, the measured response value in the experiment i is not the true value 77, but

y i = r/i + EÍ (2.4)

For this reason, the same experiment performed several times in conditions as similar

as possible will never give the same response. Here s is assumed to be independent

(for two experiments i and i' cov(s!f £¡-)-0) and normally distributed with mean 0 and

variance a2. Eq 2.4 is then written as:

f T(X<) Si = (2.5)

where f T(xf) is the vector of the variable settings of the ith experiment x;=[xi,i, x/,2 ,...

X(,/]. The equations necessary to estimate the coefficients are obtained by conducting

the experiments described in the matrix of experiments Ç; (where I must not be

inferior to the number of coefficients in the model).The matrix notation for the I

experiments is (Figure 2.2)

y = Xp + E (2.6)

Q
1 • X il . . . X y . . . Xij

1 x ¡i . . . x ¡j . . . x (j

1 x ¡i . . . x ¡j . . . x,]

1

/?o
/?!

À

^7
Q

1 1 I

Figure 2,2 Matrix representation on eq 2.6.
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2.3 Experimental design in MLR

where yjxi is the vector of observed responses, XJXQ = [f T(x1); .,.; f T(x'); ... ; f T(x')] is

called the model matrix and erxi is the vector of non-observable errors supposed

E(s)=0 and variance-covariance matrix var(e)=cr2I. If the model is given by eq 2.5, the

¿th rOW Of XIXQ ÍS f T(X() =[ 1 Xi,i, X;,2 ,... Xjj],

2.3.3.2 Estimation of the model. The ¡east-squares solution

Since s in eq 2.6 is unknown, only an estimation b of p can be found. Different

approaches2 exit for estimatingp. The least-squares solution is given by :

b= (2.7)

where b=[bo, ... by,.... , b;]T is the vector of estimated regression coefficients. The

properties of this solution depend on the validity of some requirements (see

references 11,12). Notice that to evaluate (XDC)-1 (the dispersion matrix) the

experiments must be chosen in such a manner that XTX (the information matrix) is

non-singular. If X is a full rank matrix, b in eq 2.7 can also be calculated as (see §2.2):

b=X+y (2.8)

By defining X-i as the matrix X with the column of ones deleted (X=[l,X-i]) and Xc

as X-i after column-centering , the same solution can be found using column-

centered data 2 Pase 369'12 Pase 192<13 Pase **:

bi= (2.9)

(2.10)

where b =[bo; bj , yc is the column-centered vector y, y is the mean value of the

elements of y and x is the vector of the means of the columns of X-i. Centered data

is frequentiy used in multivariate calibration where the preferred notation for the

model equation is (see § 2.4.2):

y = l/3b + Xp + E (2.11)
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2 Experimental design in multivariate calibration models

In this case, X corresponds to the matrix X-i defined above. It must always be clear if

either eq 2.6 or eq. 2.11 is being used. Below, the X of eq 2.6 is used.

The variance-covariance matrix of b is:

vaj(b) = - a2 =

var(o0)

var(èj)

(2.12)

The variance of the coefficient b¡ is

var(bj) = UVTF; a2 (2.13)

where the variance coefficient10 UVIF, is thej'th element in the diagonal of (XDi)4. The

off-diagonal elements of (XTX)-1a2 are the covariances between the coefficients. The

expression for column-centered data is:

var(bi) = - a (2.14)

The boundary of the lOO(l-oc) per cent confidence region for all the coefficients i
16.

(2.15)

where p2= Q s2 Fg,d/,a , s2 is an estimate of a2 with df degrees of freedom and Fp^is

the a per cent point of the F distribution with Q and df degrees of freedom. In the Q-

dimensional space of the coefficients, eq 2.15 defines an hyperellipsoid centered in b

(an ellipse for designs with two coefficients). The true values of the coefficients are

supposed to be inside that hyperellipsoid with a probability a to commit a type I

error. A plot of the confidence region for the case of two and three coefficients is

shown in the Figure 2.3. Many characteristics of the ellipsoid are related to the
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2.3 Experimental design in MLR

eigenvalues (A,,) and eigenvectors (vfl) of (XTX)-1 . The ath axis is oriented in the

direction of vn and its half-length is pVXfl. In addition, Det(XTX)-1= f}/ta

b,

Figure 2.3. Confidence ellipses of a two-coefficient model (left) and a three-
coefficient model (right).

2.3.3.3 Prediction

The predicted response value for the input variables Xun= [Xun,i/*un,2/.-. *un,/]T is:

1/un=fT(Xun)b (2.16)

and has an associated variance (due to the propagation of the uncertainty of the

coefficients):

var(ym) = f T(Xun) (>PX)-i f (xm) a2 = d(xm) (2.17)
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2 Experimental design in multivariate calibration models

where d(\m)= f T(xun) (X1*)4 f(xra) is called the variance function. For the model in eq

2.11, the prediction is:

fT(xun)b

For the particular case of a first degree polynomium :

J/un = î>0 + faxm,l + b2Xun,2 + ... + fr/Xun,/ = bo +

(2.18)

(2.19)

2.3.3.4 Geometrical interpretation of the least squares solution

The geometrical interpretation of the least-squares solution is the underlying

basis for the calculation of the net analyte signal17 and of the quantification using

the classical least squares (CLS) model (see § 2.4.1.1). Each column of X can be

regarded as a vector in a Euclidean space so that all the columns define an

(hyper)plane Tí. The vectors t|=X(3 and ypred=Xb are linear combinations of the

columns of X and lie in the (hyper)plane. However the vector y=Xp+e does not lie

in this (hyper)plane since E may be different from zero. The least-squares

estimation of (3 is the vector b that gives a residual vector e=y-ypred of minimal

length (i.e. eTe = minimal, which is

the sum of the squared errors). This

happens when ypred is the orthogonal

projection of y onto the (hyper)plane

and then e is orthogonal to this

(hyper)plane. Since b= (XTX)-1XTy ,

then ypred = X(XTX)-1X'y = Hy and

e=(I-H)y where H = X(XTX)-1XT is a

projection matrix. Figure 2.4

represents this situation in a three-

dimensional space.

Figure 2.4. Geometrical interpretation of
the least-squares solution.
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2.3 Experimental design in MLR

2.3.3.5 Interpretation of the estimated coefficients

The coefficients of the models considered give the rate of change of the

dependent variable for a unit change in the independent variable when all of the

other variables are held constant. By properly scaling the independent variables (see

§3.2), the coefficients enable the effect in the response of each independent variable

(main effect) or combination of variables (interaction effects) to be compared18. A

treatment is judged statistically significant if the variation in the response caused by

changing the variable setting (or combination of variable settings) is larger than the

experimental error in the measurement of the response. Otherwise, the variable is

judged as statistically insignificant. This approach is used in experimental plans

based on matrices such as Hadamard, factorial, fractional factorial, etc. 19<20.

2.3.4 Optimal design in multiple linear regression

Eqs 2.12 and 2.17 show that the precision of the estimated coefficients and of the

predicted response depends on the matrix X but not on the values of y. The

important consequence is that, before carrying out any experiment, the settings of

the independent variables in X (called the design of experiments) can be decided to

achieve the quality of the properties demanded to the model (e.g. the best global

precision of b or an acceptable precision of i/un). The cost of the model can be reduced

by finding the design with the minimum number of experiments that contains the

required information (see Scheme 2.1 at the end of §2.3). Several criteria (see

§2.3.4.2) enable to evaluate the quality of a design using only the X matrix.

Experimental designs are routinely used in many areas of scientific

investigation. Catalogs of the most appropriate designs linked to different types of

regression models are available5'16-21. Some examples are the factorial, Hadamard and

Doehlert designs. The importance of this kind of designs (called classical designs) lies

in two points: they give the maximum information with a small number of

experiments by varying several variables simultaneously; and they have the ability of

uncorrelating the estimated coefficients (e.g. in factorial and fractional factorial
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2 Experimental design in multivariate calibration models

designs the experiments are chosen so that the columns of X are orthogonal to each

other). One of their limitations is that the variable settings must be independently

adjusted in the same experiment according to the design. This can not always be

accomplished. Sometimes the variables are correlated by necessity or some

experiments cannot be performed due to an irregularly shaped experimental

domain. In addition, models that deviate from the usual first or second order ones

may have no classical design. Moreover the number of experiments in the classical

design may be too large for the experimenter's purposes. However, using non-

designed experiments has the danger of leading to highly collinear columns in X

and even situations where XrX is not of full rank.

When the requirements of classical experimental designs cannot be met, the

permitted design space can be examined to search for the optimal experiments that

achieves the necessary quality of the properties of the model (e.g. precise estimates

of the coefficients of the model). This requires:

1. A matrix of N candidate points (experiments) (£N) where each row represents one

experiment and each column a variable. Sets of I candidate points (iy) are chosen

from this matrix. The set of all possible Cj is designed by H.

2. A criterion to quantify the quality of a proposed set £;. The optimal set optimizes

this criterion among all other possible sets of the same number of experiments.

3. An algorithm for finding the optimal set and avoid checking all possible

combinations of experiments in H.

4. A criterion to decide the optimal number of experiments I.

These requirements are general for optimization problems of combinatorial nature

and are considered in the next sections applied to the DOE. They are valid for sample

and wavelength selection considered in the chapters 3 and 4.
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2.3 Experimental design in MLR

2.3A1 List of candidate points

The quality of all the candidate points is of primary concern for the quality of the

optimal set selected from this list. If the candidate points do not meet the

requirements to built the model, the selected points may not be suitable despite being

optimal for the given list. In multivariate calibration this implies that the preparation

or selection of calibration samples must span all known sources of variation present

in analysis samples, and the quality of the selected sets must be checked to assess that

the sensors (or samples) selected as optimal are good enough for the experimenter's

purposes. Some algorithms can search the design space and do not need a list of

candidate points22.

2.3.4.2 Optimality criteria for experimental designs

To base optimization decisions on, the goodness of each design is evaluated by a

mathematical function called a criterion function. Criterion functions for optimal

parameter estimation, model discrimination, robust regression, design

augmentation, etc. have been classified and explained in MLR23-28. However, many

publications usually employ mathematical and statistical language that requires a

large effort for a chemist to understand it. Some easily readable texts are references: 9,

14, 15, 16, 21, 29, 30, 31 and the review by Steinberg32. Among the many criteria

available, the most popular consider the quality of the estimated coefficients

(which are related to the volume, shape, and orientation of the confidence ellipsoid

(Figure 2.3)) and to the variance of the predicted response32-33 . These optimality

criteria are the following*:

1. D-criterion. A design is D-optimal if it minimizes Det(XTX)-1 over all other

possible designs in S. Since Det(XTX)=l/Det (X^C)-1, a D-optimal design also

maximizes Det(XTX). It is said that this design minimizes the generalized

variance of the least squares estimate of p (low values for the variances and

covariances of the coefficients). The volume of the confidence ellipsoid is

* The value of a2 ,assumed constant during the experimentation, is not considered in the
comparison of experimental designs since it is the same for all of them.
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2 Experimental design in multivariate calibration models

proportional to the product of the length of the half-axes 14-16,20,27,34, thus to

[Det^X)]-1/2 . A D-optimal design minimizes the volume of the confidence

region: the larger the determinant, the smaller the volume and the larger the

precision of the coefficients. D-optimality is a very popular criterion. Its

drawback is that the volume of the ellipsoid of a D-optimal design can be small

because it is "narrow but long"26. This corresponds to a list of candidate

samples that are quite collinear. Therefore the optimal subset should be always

checked for its quality.

2. A-criterion. A design is A-optimal if it minimizes Tr(XTX)4 over aE other possible

designs in 3 . This is related to the shape of the ellipsoid and to the average

variance of the coefficients. The ellipsoid of the A-optimal set is the smallest

hypersphere of radius r given by r2=Tr[cr2(XTX)-1].

3. E-criterion. A design is E-optimal if it minimizes the maximal eigenvalue of

(XDC)"1 over all other possible designs in E, thus the largest principal axis of the

uncertainty ellipsoid has minimum length. This is related to the shape of the

ellipsoid. The ellipsoid of the E-optimal set is the smallest hypersphere of radius

r given by r2= maximum eigenvalue of (

4. G-criterion. A design is G-optimal if it minimizes the maximum value of the

variance of the predicted response at Xm, var(ym) given by eq 2.17 over all

possible x in the design space. D- and G-optimal designs are equivalent in

continuous designs 32 (designs were the distribution of experiments is given as a

measure15'27). However, this does not always hold for exact designs (designs for

a specified number of experiments I) where the D- and G-optimal may be not

the same15-29.

5. Condition number o/(XTX)-1. It is defined as Cond(XTX)-1=max(Afl)/min(A,«). This a

measure of eccentricity of the ellipsoid, and does not depend either on the

volume or on the orientation of the ellipsoid.

6. Variance inflation factors. This criterion is related to the orientation of the

ellipsoid. It is considered in §2.6,
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2.3 Experimental design in MLR

2.3.4.3 Algorithms for experiment selection

Searching the hest subset in a design space made of a large list of candidate

experiments is a combinatorial problem that may be time-prohibitive if all possible

combinations must be checked. Optimization algorithms can find the optimum (or an

acceptable solution) in a reasonable time. Among the algorithms specialized for

optimizing a specific criterion26, the ones for D-optimal designs are very popular1S'
31<32 specially Fedorov's exchange algorithm16'31'35. Fedorov's algorithm uses the list

of candidate points expressed as a model matrix. Among the general optimization

procedures, genetic algorithms (GA) and generalized simulated annealing (GSA)36

have been used to find optimal designs. GA has advantages over Fedorov's

algorithm in the search of D-optimal matrices with many experimental points and a

large list of candidates22: less computation time and no need of a list of candidate

points. These algorithms compete with others based on spanning the experimental

design as much as possible such as clustering37 or the Kennard-Stone algorithm38'39.

The Fedorov's algorithm is considered in §3.2.

2.3.4.4 Criterion to decide the optimal number of experiments

The optimal number of experiments depends on the constraints imposed by the

cost of the experiments, the time and the difficulty to perform them, the precision

required, etc. Only the criterion derived from the D-optimality is considered here.

Det(XTX) measures the information of the design and always increases when a new

experiment (a new row) is added to X22. Thus, the more experiments are

performed, the more information the design has and the precision of the

coefficients increases. However Det(XTX) is not useful for comparing designs with a

different number of experiments: a relatively small increase in the precision may

not justify carrying out an extra experiment. Instead, the normalized information

matrix, (or matrix of moments35) M=(XJX)/i is used. Then Det(M)=Det(XTX)/IQ ,

where Q is the number of coefficients in the model, is independent of the number

of experiments and gives a measure of the amount of information per experiment.

This enables designs with a different number of points to be compared. The design

with maximum Det(M) is selected as optimal. However, M-optimality has selected
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2 Experimental design in multivariate calibration models

the best points from the list of candidates. If the list is made of highly collinear

points, the M-optimal solution can be unacceptable. For this reason, the variance

inflation factors (VIFs) should be calculated for the M-optimal subset to assess that

it can be used for regression.

2.3.4.5 Objections to some experimental design criteria

The main objection to using the cited optimal experimental designs is their

dependence on a model that must be postulated completely in advance37'40.

Consequently, the selected points can be unsuitable for another model and provide

no means for testing the structure of the model or to estimate possible additional

effects. Zemroch40 discussed model sensitivity of an experimental design and said

that single- and multifactor designs with evenly spread points over the actual region

will not have this drawback. However, optimal designs have some excellent statistical

properties and enable to obtain the maximum information with the minimum

number of experimental runs. They are the best option if some a priori knowledge of

the model is assumed.

2.3.4.6 Summary of optimal experimental design

Scheme 2.1 summarizes the ideas of the methodology for optimal experimental

design: using the necessary references (bibliography, needs of the experimenter,

purposes of the experimentation, etc.) the experimental domain of interest % is

decided and a mathematical model is postulated. Then, the matrix of experiments Ç;

is selected, either using catalogs of designs or algorithms that optimize the

appropriate selection criterion. A priori criteria of quality are evaluated from the

model matrix X, If the matrix contains the necessary information to provide a model

with the desired qualities the experiments are performed and the coefficients of the

model calculated. Finally, statistical tests are made on the coefficients and/or the

model is validated usually with supplementary experiments. The information on the

left hand column in the scheme is known before experimentation and it helps to

choose the best experimental conditions.
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- variance inflation factors (VIP)
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Scheme 2.1 Summary of the procedure for optimal experimental design.
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2 Experimental design in multivariate calibration models

2.4.Multivariate calibration models

Multivariate calibration models are used in chemical analysis for predicting the

concentration of the analyte k in an unknown sample (cun,/<) from the vector of

measured responses of this sample at / sensors rm
j=[rm,i , •••, fun,/]- The most

common prediction model is the linear equation (Figure 2.5):

Cun,/c = bo,k + r < + ....+ ru p = bo,k + tu (2.20)

|curyfc|

un, le I ~ 0,k

r-— r^
. 1 1f 1r l

|

•

f -, Y « Y • Y T 1' un,l ' un,2 • •• ' un,j • • • ' unj |

Figure 2.5. Prediction of the concentration in an unknown sample from its
digitalized instrumental responses.

where bj(=[ byt, .... , b;̂ ]1 . Using the responses and known analyte concentrations of

the calibration samples, the coefficients bj,¡¡ are estimated in a way that distinguishes the

different regression methods41'53. The multivariate calibration techniques considered

in this thesis are: classical least squares (CLS), inverse least squares (ILS), principal

component regression (PCR) and partial least squares (PLS). They are also called

first-order calibration models since a response vector is used for each sample42'43'52.

Their underlying theory, advantages and limitations are explained in this section.
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2.4 Multivariate calibration models

2,4.1 Direct models

2.4.1.1 Classical least squares (CLS)

This quantification method, also known as K-matrix calibration47'51'5*-56, is based

on the Beer's law applied to many wavelengths. The model assumes that the

measured absorbance at each wavelength is a linear additive function of the

concentrations of the chemical constituents and that there are no interaction terms

in the spectrum between the various components of the sample. The model

equation for a sample i of K analytes is:

K
r¡J sj,k ci,k (2.21)

where r¡,¡ is the response measured at the jth sensor, sp is the sensitivity (the

response divided by the concentration of the analyte in a pure sample), r<y is the

background contribution, c,-,k is the concentration of the analyte k in the mixture

and e\,j is the measurement error that is supposed independent and normally

distributed ey~N(0,cr2). The model error is assumed to derive from the measurement

of the absorbances. The model for J measured wavelengths after accounting for the

background (for example by substracting from each measured spectrum the

response of a blank containing only the sample matrix, without the analytes of

interest) is (Figure 2.6) :

= S Ctrue + 8 (2.22)

K

J J /
Figure 2.6 Matrix representation of the CLS model.
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2 Experimental design in multivariate calibration models

where iyxi is the response vector of the sample, ctrue is the iCxl vector of all analyte

concentrations in the sample that give response, S/XK=[SI ,..., s*,..., SK] is a matrix of

sensitivities whose columns are the pure-component spectra at unit concentration

and unit path length (absorptivity-path length products51) and s/xi is a vector of

errors.

2.4.1.1.1 Calibration

Calibration consists of calculating S. Eq 2.22 for I calibration samples is:

and S is estimated as:

RT=SCT + E

S = (C+R)T

(2.23)

(2.24)

where R;x/ contains the measured absorbances at / wavelengths for I calibration

solutions of individual components or mixtures, C/XK are the known concentrations

of the K analytes in the calibration samples and E;x/ is the matrix of spectral errors.

If the number of calibration samples and constituents is the same C is square (KxK)

and S can be estimated as:

= (C-!R)T (2.25)

In addition, if each calibration sample contains only one analyte, CKXK is diagonal

and eq 2,25 just calculates S by dividing the spectrum of each calibration sample by

its analyte concentration. To obtain a better estimation of S the number of

calibration samples is usually larger than the number of components. To calculate

S in the above equations, the relative amounts of constituents in at least K

calibration samples must change from one sample to another. That means that only

dilutions of one concentrated calibration sample cannot be used (see § 2.6.5 for the

collinearity problem). In addition, to have the necessary linearly independent

equations in the prediction step, the number of wavelengths must be equal or

larger than the number of constituents in the mixtures (}>K). Usually the entire

spectrum is used.
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2.4 Multivariate calibration models

2.4.1.1.2 Prediction

The least-squares estimation of the concentrations of the K analytes in the

unknown sample is:

(2.26)

In ordinary least squares S+ is calculated as (S^^S1. The concentration of the

analyte k (the fcth element of Cun) is obtained by multiplying the fcth row of S+ by run:

Cun,/r ^ /c-row Tun "l'un ^ /c-col (2.27)

since (S+)T = ST+. The expressions for the variance of the predicted concentrations

and related measures can be found in §4.3. Comparing the last term in eq 2.27 with

eq 2.20, it can be seen that, considering bo,i<=Q, the fcth-column of ST+ is the vector of

coefficients:

- ST !c-col (2.28)

(also BcLs=[bi,cLs, b2,cLs,..., bK,cLs]=ST+ and BcLsTBcLs = (STS)-1). This shows that, to

quantify, it is not necessary to know S but only ST+ that can be estimated as1-57:

ST+=(C+R)+ =

and the vector of coefficients for the analyte k is:

(2.29)

(2.30)

where c/t is the column in C of the concentrations of the analyte fc in all the

calibration samples. These coefficients correspond to the P-matrix calibration

(§2.4.2.1). Eqs 2.28 and 2.30 have been used to justify that the K-matrix and P-

matrix approaches are basically the same model1, and that the K-matrix calibration

is a particular case of the P-matrix calibration where the concentration of all the

analytes that give response are simultaneously predicted. However, the equahty

b/c,cLs = b/t,iLs is only true when RT=SCT, that is to say, when there is no error term
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2 Experimental design in multivariate calibration models

in eq 2.23. Since errors are always present because R is made of measured

quantities bk,cus and bWLS are normally slightly different.

Prediction using the net analyte signal

The net analyte signal (NAS)17, is the part of the spectrum of a component in a

mixture that is orthogonal to the spectra of the other components in that mixture.

In CLS the net signal of the analyte k in the pure component spectra and in the

spectrum of the unknown sample are given by:

s¡t*=(I-S*S*+)s¡t (2.31)

(2.32)

where S/t=[si,..., s/t-i, SÍC+I/...SK] is the S matrix without the 7cth column, st* is the vector

of residuals of the regression of s& versus S& (s* = S/cb* + sjt*) since:

s,t*=(I-SjcSjt+)sfc=S)t - r =sfr- Sfrb*= Sk - s/c,proj= residuals

This is related to the geometrical interpretation of the least-square solution (see

§2.3.3.4). The spectra of the other pure components (Sjt) define a (hyper)plane

(Figure 2.7) so that Sjt,proj=S)tb* is the part of sjt that lies in that (hyper)plane because

it is a linear combination of the columns of S/t. The remaining part of the signal, the

residuals st—Sfc,pTOj , are orthogonal to the (hyper)plane and can be used for

quantification. SfcSjt+ is a projection matrix1 of the vector onto the space spanned by

Sit and (I-SfrSfc+) is projection matrix onto a space orthogonal to that spanned by S*.

The same stands for run,jt*. The vector

sic*/1| sic* ||2 contains the regression

coefficients and is different for each

analyte but the same for all the

unknown samples. The s** of the

different analytes are not necessarily

orthogonal among them, r™/ is .
Figure 2.7. The net analyte signal of the

different for each analyte and analyte k and of the unknown sample
unknown sample. In absence of the spectrum for a model without error.
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2.4 Multivariate calibration models

error term in eq 2.22 the vectors r,uu* and st* are parallel and the proportionality

constant is the concentration of the analyte k (see §4.7):

un,fc Cun,/c,true S/c (2.33)

so that CunAtrue can be calculated using either the net analyte signal at any

wavelength j or the norm of the net analyte signals:

Curatrue = Tun,// / Sjj* =\\ I]<* (2.34)

The vectors in eq 2.33 are represented in Figure 2.7. Since the error term in eq 2.22

is present the relationship is:

r un,ít ~" C un,fr,true Sfr + (2.35)

where Ejc*=(I-SjcS/c+)e is the net analyte signal of the error, which is unknown. Then

Cun,/c, the least squares estimation of Cura.true / is found as:

s¡<* = cun,

C un,fr = r tua*TS)c*/ || Sit* || 2

where e/t* is the part of r „„,&* not explained by c un,/c st* and orthogonal to sf and
Ts^*=0 . Using the idempotency property of the projection matrices:

= r = r , (2.36)

so that the concentration of the analyte ic in the unknown sample is given by:

Cura = (2.37)

Comparing eq 2.20, 2.28 and 2.35, the vector of regression coefficients of the CLS

model for the analyte k is : ¡t.
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2 Experimental design in multivariate calibration models

CLS = S^k-col= [S+*-row]T = Sic*/ || Sit*

So that the prediction equation for CLS is:

~ l>fcCLST fun -

(2.38)

(2.39)

The mathematical expressions of the variance of the predicted concentrations, the

selectivity and sensitivity in CLS can be found in §4.2.3. The following equalities

can be deduced from the equations above 59:

2 = 2=

bitas %*=!

(2.40)

(2.41)

(2.42)

where (STS)-% is the kth diagonal element of (Si'S)-1

The expression in CLS can also be formulated17 using a* , the spectrum of the

analyte k at concentration Ck°. This vector is related to the sensitivities for k analyte as:

at=c*0Sfr and therefore the norm of the vectors follows || a*|| = ft0 || s/t||. The NAS of at

is ak*=(l-AkAk+)ak where A/t is the matrix A=[ai, ..., a^ ..., ax] with the ath column

deleted (A=SCo , S=ACo'a and S+ =CoA+where Co is a KxK diagonal matrix whose

diagonal elements are a0). The NAS is related to sjt* with aj¿*=ft° Sk* (and also

a**/1| at* || = ŝ * /1| Si* I ). The net analyte signal of the unknown sample is calculated

as run,)t*=(I-AtAt+)run=(I-S/(St+)run and it is related to the concentration as:

run,fr* = Gun,* Sk*= Cun,/t ak*/Ck°. Therefore, the predicted concentration in the unknown

sample can be calculated as 0^,1,= c/c° tm,k* Tat*/1| a^* ||2 = c/t0 r^ Ta//1| at* ||2
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2.4 Multivariate calibration models

2.4.1.1.3 Advantages of CLS

1. Unlike the univariate calibration, CLS does not require selective measurements.

2. The Beer's Law provides a sound foundation for the predictive model.

3. This model can be used for mixtures of known qualitative composition, (e.g., gas

phase spectroscopy, some process monitoring or pharmaceutical samples).

4. The model can use a large number of wavelengths to gain a signal averaging

effect43 beneficial for the precision of the predicted concentration, making it less

susceptible to noise in the spectra.

5. It may provide a reasonable basis for extrapolation and understanding of the

uncertainty in predicted values of the analyte.

2.4.1.1.4 Limitations of CLS51'60

1. CLS can only be applied to systems where the spectrum of all the pure

constituents giving rise to a signal is known since equations assume the

response at a wavelength is due entirely to the calibrated constituents. If the

response of the unknown sample contains signal from constituents that have not

been included in the calibration matrix S in addition to background problems

and baseline effects, biased predicted concentrations can be obtained. A CLS

model built using second-derivative spectra has been reported to solve partially

this problem61.

•̂
2. CLS is not useful for mixtures with interaction between constituents or

deviations from Beer's law (nonlinear calibration curves).

3. A severe overlap of spectral bands, quite usual in ultraviolet and visible (UV-vis)

spectra, can introduce large uncertainty in the estimated concentrations. This is

considered more extensively in the section §2.6.
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2 Experimental design in multivariate calibration models

2.4.2 Inverse Models

The limitations of CIS would make this method fan in the analysis of many

common samples such as natural products (water, flour, meat,...) whose complex

compositional chemistry makes it impossible to know the spectra of all the pure

components that give response. Moreover, sometimes only the quantities of not all

but only some of the constituents are of interest. The spectroscopic quantitative

analysis of samples with complex matrices can be made using the inverse calibration:

Ck =f(n,r2, ....r¡) + residual fi

where the concentration of the analyte of interest, ft, is modeled as a function of the

instrumental measurements n,r2, .... r¡ (e.g. absorbances at selected wavelengths)

following a empirical relationship, without a theoretical underlying such as the

Beer's law. These methods, which include ILS, PCR or PLS, can build calibration

models without knowledge of the concentrations of all the constituents in the

calibration set. The concentration of only the analyte of interest in each calibration

sample (or matrix of concentration of the constituents of interest, C) is needed.

Thus, so that unknown interferents can be present in the calibration samples. This

important advantage, common for ILS, PCR and PLS, will not be mentioned again.

These models have been applied successfully to both natural and manufactured

products such as wheat, meat, gasoline or plastics. Although samples with known

interfering species do not need to be prepared, the samples must contain the

analytes and interferences which contribute to the response so that all the causes of

variation can be considered in the model.

Calibration of inverse models

In the ILS, PCR and PLS models considered here the concentration of the

analyte of interest k in the sample i is regressed as a linear combination of the

instrumental measurements at / selected sensors3-44'46'62:

+ ... + t r¡,¡ + s¡,k = j3o,k + r/T(3/c + (2.43)
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2.4 Multivariate calibration models

which for I calibration samples (Rjx/) is:

e* (2.44)

where c& contains the concentration of the analyte k in these samples. By column-

centering both R and ft (substract the vector of the means of the columns of R, F ,

from each sample response and substract the mean of the values of ft, ck ,from all the

calibration sample concentrations) the term j30¿ is zero 3'45< 63and the model becomes

(Figure 2.8):

(2.45)

C¡,k

P v

Si
T"

Figure 2.8. Matrix representation of eq 2.40

The estimation of t is:

(2.46)

Each regression method calculates the pseudo-inverse matrix R+ in a different way

which produces different estimated coefficients b&,iLs / b^pcR and b&,pLs. To calculate

R+ , R is first decomposed into three matrices 3,43,47,49,64,05.

R=UDWT (2.47)

where the column vectors of UJXQ and W/XQ are orthonormal and DQXQ can be either

bidiagonal (PLS1) or diagonal (ILS,PCR) and Q is the rank of R. For ILS and PCR, eq

2.47 is the singular-value decomposition (SVD) of R (see §2.4.2.3). PLS uses other

algorithms for the decomposition 3,43,57,05^he pseudo-inverse is calculated as43'64:
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2 Experimental design in multivariate calibration models

R+ =WD-1UT (2.48)

Before evaluating eq 2.48, PCR and PLS (not ILS) truncate the three matrices so that a

low dimension approximation of the data is obtained which retains the relevant

information and has less noise (see §2.4.2.2).

Prediction with inverse models

The predicted concentration of the analyte k in an unknown sample can be

calculated either using raw data (eq 2.49), im centered (eq 2.50) or using both run

and Cun,it centered (eq 2.51):

Cun,/c = boj, + &l,/cíun,l + ... + b]j rim,/ = Ck - T^bfr + ï^bk (2.49)

Cun,fcc =

(2.50)

(2.51)

where run,c =run- r and Cun,)i,c= Cun,*- ck. The eq 2.50 is frequently found in the

literature 42-43,62,66 an(j corresponds to models built with centered data and run

centered before prediction. Eq 2.51 can be easily converted into eq 2.49 by

uncentering the data: c^u - c¿ = (run- r )Tb)(. If the constant term in eq 2.43 and 2.44

is not present 1^3,49,51,57,64,65,67,68^ eqS 2,45 to 2.48 are used but without centering the

data, and the prediction is given by eq 2.49 without the bot •

The mathematical expressions for the variance of the estimated coefficients and

of the predicted concentration in ILS, PCR and PLS can be found in Réf. 41,47,

58,62,.
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2.4 Multivaríate calibration models

2.4.2.1 Inverse Least Squares (ILS)

Inverse least squares (ILS), also known as P-matrix calibration, is a least-squares

method that assumes the inverse calibration model given in eq 2.38. The error #,& is

assumed to derive from uncertainties in the determination of the concentration in the

calibration samples whereas no error is assumed in the absorbance values.

2.4.2.1.1 Calibration

Calibration consists of solving the system of í equations in eq 2.45 or eq 2.46.

For both R and Q< column-centered, the coefficients are calculated as43

-°-* b

(2.52)

(2.53)

The same bjms is obtained in eq 2.52 if c/t contains the raw values62. R+ can be

calculated as (RTR^R1 or using the SVD of R (eqs 2.42 and 2.43). For RTR to be

invertible, it must be full rank. That is, all the columns and at least / rows (equal to

the number of coefficients) must be linearly independent. Usually a higher number

of calibration samples are analyzed to improve the precision of the estimated

coefficients.

2.4.2.1.2 Prediction

Prediction from the response of the unknown sample

2.50 or 2.51 depending on the preprocessing of the data.

is given by eqs 2.49,

Simultaneous ILS modeling of several components

The calibration and prediction can also be simultaneously done for K analytes

as:
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2 Experimental design in multivariate calibration models

C = lpoT + R(3 + E (2.54)

where C=[ci/..., CK], P=[Pi, ..., PK], E=[ei, ..., eK] and p0=|Ai/ • • • / /MT- The least-

squares solution for centered data is:

R+C (2.55)

(2.56)

where c is the vector of the means of the columns of C. The predicted

concentration of several analytes in the unknown sample is:

(2.57)

or, if the mean of the calibration set responses is substracted from im before

prediction:
TV^ •—' 1 i -, T TÍ /O CO\

Cun1— C + Tun,c D (Z.bo)

Prediction using the net analyte signal

Recently, Lorber et al.69 described that the NAS of the calibration and unknown

samples in ILS can be evaluated respectively as:

(2.59)

(2.60)

where Rr- R- [ctr1/ (rT R+Q )] and r in this expression is a linear combination of the

rows of R which must include information about the spectrum of the analyte k. Then,

the vector of sensitivities for the calibration sample i is: s,-,t*= ryt*/cut/ where a,k is the
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2.4 Multivariate calibration models

concentration in the íth calibration sample. In an errorless situation, all calibration

samples should produce the same vector s,,/c*. This is not the case in real situations

and the different s¡,/t* may be combined to form an estimate Sk* (e.g. the mean value)

that is representative of all the calibration set. Then, the concentration of the

analyte k in the unknown sample is cm,k= \\ r ,̂/1| / j] sit* ||.

2.4.2.1.3 Advantages of ILS

1. ILS may have some advantages over the methods based on latent variables such

as PCR or PLS: ILS is easier to chemically interpret and it enables the computation

of a higher number of statistical parameters, such as the statistical determination

of confidence limits for the concentrations.

2.4.2.1.4 Limitations of ILS

1. The number of measured wavelengths is restricted to a subset of the available

spectral wavelengths since the number of calibration samples must be equal or

superior to the number of coefficients to be estimated. Using many wavelengths

would require analyzing a large number of samples with the reference or well-

established method which could be costly and tedious.

2. Collinear wavelengths must be avoided since they cause large variances for bt

and Cun,fc (see §2.6).

3. To bund accurate ILS models, the constituent of interest must absorb at the

selected wavelengths. The prediction improves if wavelengths related to

constituent of interest are added to the model. However, too many wavelengths

may include spectral noise which is unique to the training set and degrade the

prediction accuracy for unknown samples that are more unlikely to vary in

exactly the same manner (the overfitting problem). Ideally, there is a crossover

point between selecting enough wavelengths to compute an accurate least

squares solution and selecting few enough so that the calibration is not affected

by the collinearity of the spectral data.
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2 Experimental design in multivariate calibration models

4. ILS has a more reduced signal averaging effect than CLS since just a few

responses are considered43.

Selecting the appropriate set of wavelengths is critically important for the final

quality of the ILS model. This can be done using the chemical and spectral knowledge

about the analyte of interest and the interferents. In absence of this information,

empirical selection methods such as stepwise regression 70 or genetic algorithms71'72

based on some quality criterion can be used for this purpose. Other alternatives are

the regression techniques which can handle collinear data, such as ridge regression

(RR) (although RR may solve the collinearity problem but does not reduce the

number of wavelengths used) or factor-based methods such PCR and PLS that use

linear combinations of all the wavelengths. A recent study compared the PCR, RR

and PLS73.

2.4.2.2 Factor-based regression methods (PCR and PLS)

Principal component regression (PCR) and partial least squares (PLS) are factor-

based regression methods that solve some limitations of CLS and ILS. Both PCR and

PLS express the correlated information in the many measured variables in a new

coordinate system of a few "latent" variables (factors) that are a linear combination

of the original variables. This is done by decomposing the matrix of instrumental

responses of the I calibration samples RJXJ (often column-centered or autoscaled) into

the product of two smaller matrices51:

R/x/=tipiT+ (2.54)

where T/xA=[ti,..., ÍA] (scores) and P/XA =[pi/.../ PA] (loadings) are full rank matrices, A is

the number of factors and E¡x¡ is the part of the data that is not modeled (Figure 2.9).

The ith row of TÍXA , f, contains the coordinates of the ith calibration sample in this

new system, called scores. The ath column tn contains the scores of all the samples in

the factor a.. Each score is a linear combination of the instrumental measurements:
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2.4 MuHivariate calibration models

7 1

A

^

R T PT

A

I I I
Figure 2.9. Example of the factor decomposition of a matrix of instrumental responses (here

spectra).

ti,a = Wa,\ n,l + Wa,2 r/,2 + ... (2.62)

where the weighting coefficients wa,¡ are found during calibration. In PCR, wa,¡ = paj ,

the elements of P. The scores are unique to each calibration spectrum and are used

instead of the original responses as variables that represent the sample in the

regression with the concentration. In general, the assumed model for these

methods is of the form74:

d,k = flu + % tu + ... + 9a,k k« + • • • + + = c + fa (2.63)

where f/,n is the ath score of the ith sample and 9k,a are the model coefficients.
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2 Experimental design in multivariate calibration models

A (called the pseudo-rank of the calibration matrix) is the number of factors that are

important for regression (and is usually much smaller than the number of

measurements). It is supposed that T/XAP/XAT describes the part of R that comes from

changes in the chemistry and is related to the constituents of interest, while E/x/

contains information non important for predicting concentration as, for example,

random noise. By retaining A factors, RA=T;XAP;XAT is an approximate reproduction of

R with a lower mathematical rank that retains the non-random sources of variation

and contains less noise. Thus the data compression step in these techniques is a way

of filtering out noise, which is distributed throughout all loading vectors while the

true spectral variation is generally concentrated in the early loading vectors.

Discarding a part of the data introduces bias in the estimated coefficients but

decreases their variance, thus improving the predictive ability of the model. For this

reason PCR and PLS are called biased methods 43.

An infinite set of decompositions obeys eq 2.61 and different constrains

distinguish the different regression methods that give a different new coordinate

system41. In PCR (and usually in PLS) the score vectors tn are orthogonal to each

other. The additional constraint of orthonormal columns for P gives the principal

component decomposition while P is not orthogonal in the other decompositions63.

T, P, the model coefficients and the model size A are found during the calibration.

If the score vectors are orthogonal, the resulting parameter estimates q^a are stable.

The prediction for a new sample is given by:

Cun,Jc == i + un,l + ... + C¡a,k ¿un," + ... + (JA,k tunA = C¡0,k + (2.64)

where %„ are the estimations of dk,a and tuw are the scores of the response of the

unknown sample tun calculated with eq 2.56. The prediction equation, expressed as a

function of the scores, can be converted into eq 2.20, as a function of the measured

responses. The PCR and PLS coefficients can also be found with eq 2.41, where R+ is

calculated from RA , the matrix reproduced with only the significant factors which are

supposed to be related to the chemical signal52 and the factors associated mostly with

random errors are not used.
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2.4 Multivariate calibration models

Estimation of the optimal number of f actors

Unlike CLS or ILS that calculate only one model, PCR and PLS models can be

built with a different number of factors. However, an unnecessary large number

leads to overfitting and bad prediction due to the inclusion of factors that model noise;

and a too small number (underfitting) introduces systematic error since not enough

terms are used to model all the spectral variations of the constituents of interest.

Among others 75, the usual method of selecting the optimal number of factors A is to

build models with an increasing number of factors and measure their predictive

ability using samples of known concentration 43^5,47,73,70 Then A corresponds to the

first local rninirnum of the plot number of factors versus predictive ability. Statistical

tests for determining if including an additional factor is significant have been also

described 77'51. The predictive ability is usually evaluated as pRESS=^(c,-c/ ^a)
2

i

(Prediction Residual Error Sum of Squares) where a and c¡,pred,a are, respectively,

the measured and predicted analyte concentration with a factors in the sample í).

The way c/,^,» is found defines two different validation methods47' 78:

- External validation. The c¡fpred,a values are predicted from a set of Ip samples

(validation set) not used in the model-building step and measured under the same

conditions as the training set. The model with a factors used for prediction has been

built using the training set (Figure 2.10) The predictive ability of the model is given

by the Root-Mean-Square Error of Prediction (RMSEP) defined as:

i - ci,pred,af

(2.65)

where a and Ci,jmd,a are, respectively, the measured and predicted analyte

concentration with a factors in the sample i . RMSEP is equivalent to PRESS but it

may be preferable since it has the same units as the concentration values. As ip gets

large, the RMSEP will approach the prediction error of the population of all future

samples. The test set validation gives the best estimate of a model's performance

since none of the samples in the validation set is used in the model building and
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2 Experimental design in multivariate calibration models

the final calibration equation is used for prediction. Its drawback is that, to reliably

estimate the prediction ability, the data set must be representative for the future

unknown samples and cover the expected range of concentration values. This may

require a large number of test objects. Moreover it is rather wasteful and expensive

due to the time and cost involved in generating the independent data set which is

used for testing purposes only. Some alternative techniques overcome these

problems and use all the available data both for calibration and for testing. Only

cross-validation is considered here.

MODEL

t
i

•2,k>

•B,k'

VALIDATION SET

c l,k,pred

c 2,k,pred

c 3 ,k,pred 63

T~
•f

|RMSEP|

Figure 2.10 Graphical representation of test set validation.

In the cross-validation method, part of the data is left out, a model is constructed

using the remaining data, and a prediction is made on the left-out data. This

process is repeated until all the samples have been left out once. The most used is

leave-one-out cross-validation where each sample is left out one at a time. An

approximation to the prediction error is given by the Root-Mean-Square Error of

Cross-validation (RMSECV):
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2.4 Multivariate calibration models

I /
RMwrv — 1 ;=i

'/ ^i,pred,a )

I
(2.66)

where í is the number of calibration samples and c¡ipKd,a is the predicted analyte

concentration when a model with a factors is constructed without sample i. Since the

predicted samples are not used to bund the model, RMSECV is a good

approximation to the prediction error for unknown samples and the model is

validated without having to measure an entirely new set of data. Cross-validation

is used also when it is difficult to obtain enough prediction samples to make RMSEP

significant. In addition, since each sample is left out of the model during cross-

validation, outliers can be detected by comparing the spectral reconstruction to the

original training spectrum or the concentrations. A drawback of leave-one-out

cross-validation is the large time required since the model is re-calculated for every

sample left out. In such cases, leaving out groups of samples at a time can be

preferable. This is also used in training sets that contain replicate spectra of the

same sample.

It must be also said that the most desirable situation in multivariate calibration

would be to have enough data to divide it into three sets: calibration set (to

calculated the model), validation (or monitoring) set, to determine the optimal

number of factors, and test (or prediction) set, an independent set not used to

determine the model and that evaluates the final quality of the model74. However,

when the number of samples is not so large to enable this division, the model is

constructed with the calibration set, the factors selected with cross-validation (thus

using the calibration set) and finally validated with the test set.

2.4.2.2.1 Advantages of factor-based regression methods (PCR and PLS)

Factor-based models combine the best features of both the CLS and ILS methods

and are generally better in both accuracy and robustness:
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2 Experimental design in multivariate calibration models

1. Both PCR and PLS decompose the original matrix into factors and retain a subset

of them to calculate the regression equation. This produces robust models for

predicting concentrations of the desired constituents in veiy complex samples

even that may contain contaminants not present in the original calibration

mixtures.

2. The number of calibration samples, that in ILS must be at least equal to the

number of wavelengths, in PCR and PLS is not necessarily large for mathematical

requirements since only the coefficients for a reduced number of factors must be

calculated.

3. Unlike in ILS, wavelength selection is not necessary in PCR and PLS. Usually the

whole spectrum, or wide regions are used. This gives the signal averaging effect

of full-spectral technique such as CLS and, together with the factors

decomposition, makes models less susceptible to spectral noise.

4. The collinearity problem met in ILS is eliminated since the scores are usually

orthogonal.

2.4.2.2.2 Limitations of factor-based regression methods (PCR and PLS)

1. Although PCR and PLS are full-spectrum methods and are able to accommodate

some degree of non-linearities, the inclusion of non-informative wavelengths or

that have non-linearities can degrade performance44. A careful wavelength

selection is advisable to improve the prediction ability of these models.

2. Models are more complex to understand and interpret than the CLS and ILS

methods and calculations are slower.

3. The method for selecting the important factors is a critical step in these methods

and has been the subject of a large number of papers.
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2.4 Multivariate calibration models

2.4.2.3 Principal component analysis (PCA)

Principal component analysis (PCA) 41<79constitutes one of the most important

methods used in the chemometric literature and the factor-decomposition technique

used in PCR. PCA transforms the correlated variables in the calibration data to a

new set of A uncorrelated variables according eq 2.61 (without loss of generality

R/xf is assumed to be mean-centered 62,63,79:

R/x/=tipiT+ ... = TAPA
T (2.61)

where the matrix of scores T/\=[ti, .,., tn/ ..., ÍA] (ixA) has orthogonal columns (tB
Tt& =0,

aïb ), the matrix of loadings PA =[pi , ..., pn , ..., PA] (JxA) is orthonormal (pn
Tp(,=0, a^b

and || pa ||
 2=p0

Tpn=l) and E;x/ is the part of R not retained by the decomposition. The

columns in T are ordered in decreasing order of explained variance so that the first

factors (and thus a reduced number of variables) express the most important

information in the data without a significant loss. By introducing normalized scores

Uo= t«/ A,/2 , eq 2.54 can be written as 63<80 :

+. . . + + E = UADAPAT +E (2.67)

where lfl=tn
Ttn is the square norm of the oth score vector prior to normalization and it

is also the ath eigenvalue of RTR, DA=diag(V2) (AxA) is diagonal and

UA=[UI/... ,!!„,.. .,uA]=TADA"1 (IxA)is orthonormal and contains the vectors ̂ normalized

to length one. RA=UADAPA
T= TAPA

T is the compressed representation of R with some

of the noise removed. The NIP ALS algorithm41'51 decomposes R according to eq 2.61.

The singular-value decomposition (SVD)1- 43<54 of R gives R= UDPT so that a«= V/2 are

the singular values of R and ai>a2>...>aA>O.The matrices UA/ DA=diag(cTi/... a A) and

PA are the retained part from partitioning the matrices U=[UA ,U_A], P=[PA,P-A] and

AD=
0

(0 is a matrix of zeros). PA is the updated P matrix without the

columns corresponding to irrelevant factors. It can also be seen that DA
2=TA

TTA
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2 Experimental design in multivariate calibration models

2.4.2.3.1 Loadings

The loadings are the elements of the arbitrarily79 normalized eigenvectors of

RTR, pfl, with associated eigenvalue X,. Since RTR is a symmetric matrix, its

eigenvectors are orthogonal. The equation of eigenvalues of RTR is:

(2.68)

and for the complete set of eigenvectors P=[pi,...,pA]:

RTRP = Pdiag(Xn) (2.69)

where diag(ta) is the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues. By multiplying both sides of eq

2.69 by PT, the resulting equation

RTR = Pdiag(X,)PT (2.70)

shows that P diagonalizes RTR associated with the eigenvalues diag(Xî), which agrees

with RTR=(UDPT)T(UDPT)=PDTUTUDPT= PD2?1 where D2 =diag(X,).

2.4.2.3.2 Scores

Each vector of scores ia is the projection of R on the basis vector pn calculated as ta

= Rpn . The scores on the first A principal components are TA=RPA=UAD/\ . It is not

necessary to use the inverse (or pseudo inverse) of P to solve the equation R=TPT

since the matrix P is orthonormal and it is enough to multiply both sides of this

equation for P. If R has been centered (thus RTR/(M) is a covariance matrix), the

resulting scores are centered; otherwise, the scores are not centered. The scores for a

new object of coordinates r/T are t'AT=r¡TPA.
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2.4 Multivariate calibration models

2.4.2.3.3 Eigenvalues

The sum of the eigenvalues is equal to the total variance of the data set and to

the trace of the original matrix. Each eigenvalue A.n divided by the trace represents

the proportion of the total variance accounted for by the eigenvector p0.

2.4.2.3.4 Number of significant factors

Criteria such as the empirical indicator function by Malinowski81 or a PRESS

value using cross-validation 43-79'82- among others83 have been proposed for selecting

the number of factors that explain a significant variance of R.

2.4.2.3.5 Advantages of PCA

1. A large number of original variables can be reduced to few new variables that

account for a significant portion of the information (variance) of the data. The

reduced data can be interpreted as primary sources of variation of the original

data. The eigenvectors which model statistically significant variation in the data

are retained. This allows the graphical representation of the samples in the

reduced space with a minimum loss of information, to identify natural

associations of samples and/or variables and their relationship as well as

outlier detection79.

2. By deleting the principal components whose eigenvalues are nearly zero, linear

dependencies are removed. If these PCs are associated to noise in the data, the

noise in the reproduced data matrix has been reduced.
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2 Experimental design in multivaríate calibration models

2.4.2.4 Principal component regression (PCR)

2.4.2.4.1 Calibration

PCR creates a quantitative model in a two-step process: the PCA scores TA of I

calibration samples are calculated for A factors and then the scores are regressed

against the analyte concentration:

(2.71)

where Q¡< is the vector of the regression coefficients and E is a vector of independent

and normally distributed errors. For column-centered data (i.e. the average

calibration spectrum is substracted from each spectrum, and the average

calibration concentration is substracted from each concentration) the resulting

scores are centered and the intercept is eliminated from the fit (Figure 2.11):

(2.72)

1 A l l

Cu

C2,fr

c a

c a

—

f 1,1 • £i,¿
í 2,1 • f 2,/l

í i, 1 • t ¡,A

1 1,1 • í ¿A

eu

QM

A +

ffu
E2,k

e u

*#

Figure 2.11 Matrix representation of eq 2.72

Eq 2.72 can also be deduced by considering a model for centered data73:

(2.73)
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2.4 Multivariate calibration models

and multiplying by PA PAT=!:

(2.74)

which gives eq 2.72 where TA= R PA , 9r= PAT P/c and PA only contains the loadings for

the A significant factors. The least-squares solution for Q¡< has the same form as the

ILS solution but with T and qjt instead of R and b/t:

t = TA +cj(

The coefficients b/t in eq 2.20 can be calculated from q/t as:

q¡<

(2.75)

(2.76)

bic,pcR can also be estimated 47 from eqs 2.46 to 2.48 with RA+=PADA-IUAT (proof: b)c=

PAqt= PAT+C/<= PA(TAITA)-ITATCÍ =PADA-2DAUACt =PADA-1UATct =RA
+ct since

2.4.2.4.2 Prediction

The concentration of the analyte k in an unknown sample whose response is r^

can be predicted in two equivalent ways:

a) simplified prediction, using equations 2.49, 2.50 or 2.51 with the coefficients

given by eq 2.76.

b) full prediction, using the loading vectors P;XA to transform

factor scores tm,A T= IUX?PA (Figure 2.12):

= C + tun,AT q/(

(centered) to its

(2.77)
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2 Experimental design in multivariate calibration models

E*
lT=runTPA

~ [ ? 0,k \ + [¿un,l ••• ^m,A\ 9 U

Figure 2.12. Matrix representation of the full prediction in PCR (eq 2.77).

2.4.2.4.3 Selection of factors in PCR

The usual procedure for selecting the optimal number of factors A in PCR is to

calculate the predictive ability of several models built with a different number of

factors (see §2.4.2.2). The factors can be included in the models in two different

ways: (a) in decreasing order of explained variance of the response data matrix (i.e.

factors ordered by magnitude of their eigenvalues, the top-dawn approach) or (b)

ordered according to the importance for predicting each analyte. The most used

strategy is (a). The PCs are calculated independently of any knowledge of the

analyte concentrations and merely represent the largest common variations in the

response data (e.g. spectra). Presumably, the major variations within the

independent variables, accounted for in the PCs with the largest eigenvalues, are

related to changes in the constituent concentrations. So, only these PCs are retained.

The noise, which usually provides the smallest contribution to the data, is supposed

associated to the factors with the smallest variances (that is, with the smallest

eigenvalues). These factors are probably irrelevant for the prediction of chemical

compositions and are rarely used in regression84'85.

The approach (b) is justified by the fact that the underlying effects that are

directly related to the concentration of the constituent of interest may be small in

comparison with the irrelevant ones and may not appear among the PCs which

explain a large percentage of the variance of the data. Then the PCR model built
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2.4 Multivariate calibration models

with the strategy (a) includes unnecessary factors not related to the constituent of

interest that may degrade the prediction ability86 of the model. It has been shown

that PCR with selection of principal components instead of the usual top-down

approach yields simpler and better models 86<87. One way of determining the factors

that are relevant for prediction is to bund models with the factors included in all

possible orders. However, this combinatorial problem can take a long computation

time when the number of factors to be considered is large. The generalized simulated

annealing (GSA) algorithm with the PRESS criterion 87 and a forward selection

procedure where the PCs with the largest absolute correlation with the dependent

variable enter one at a time in the model86 have been used. Jouan-Rimbaud et a/.86

suggested that since the PCs are not correlated, simpler selection methods could

probably be applied, but this required further investigations that were not made.

Sun84 presented the correlation principal component regression although no

indications were given on how to perform the selection of the more relevant factors.

Recently, Xie and Kalivas88'89 proposed a forward selection procedure for PCR.

2.4.2.4.4 Advantages of PCR

Besides the advantages indicated in §2.4.2.2.1, the following can be noted:

1. The PC A data compression extracts the underlying effects in the R data and

PCR uses these in the inverse regression to calculate the model coefficients and

to predict the values of the dependent variable.

2. PCR combines the advantage of using all the spectral channels, excludes noise

effects (which are relegated to the unused factors), and retains the ILS

independence of uncalibrated components,

3. The problems present in collinear data such as NIR spectra have disappeared

because the columns of T are orthogonal and the PCs of the smallest eigenvalues

(the ones which would produce the largest variance in the estimated coefficients)

have been deleted. This produces more reliable estimates of the model coefficients

and hence a good predictive model useful for calibration of spectroscopic

instruments.
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2 Experimental design in multivariate calibration models

2,4.2.4.5 Limitations of PCR.

The PCR calibration model is not completely free of problems:

I. The PCA factors are calculated independently of any knowledge of the

concentration of the analyte of interest. The usual top-down method can

introduce irrelevant factors that degrade the predictive ability of the model.

2.4.2.5 Partial least squares regression (PLS)

Partial least squares regression (PLS) is a factor-based calibration technique that

uses both spectral and constituent concentration information in the decomposition

process to find those factors with the greatest relevance for prediction. This is

different from PCR, that first decomposes the spectral matrix into factors that

represent the most common variations in the response data, completely ignoring

their relation to the constituents of interest and then regresses the scores against the

concentrations. The resulting PLS factors are more relevant for description of the

concentration information than those calculated in PCR.

2.4.2.5.1 Calibration

The calibration equations for PLS are more complex than those of PCR and are

not described here. Different versions of PLS algorithms can be found in a large
number of publications 341/51,57,05,90-97, Xwo main types of PLS algorithms exist: PLS-

1, that calibrates for one constituent at a time, and PLS-2, that calibrates for more

than one constituent simultaneously. The comparison of both methods can be

found in Réf. 41,
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2.4 Multivaríate calibration models

2.4.2.5.2 Prediction

The predicted concentration of the analyte k in an unknown sample whose

response is tun can be found using the eq 2.49 to 2.51, where the coefficients have

been calculated using the PLS algorithm (see also Réf. 41 for more information of

the prediction equations).

2.4.2.5.3 Advantages of PLS

1. Single step decomposition and regression; factors are directly related to
constituents of interest rather than largest common spectral variations.

2. Calibrations are generally more' robust provided that calibration set accurately

reflects range of variability expected in unknown samples,

3. Enjoys the signal average advantages of other full-spectrum methods such as

PCR and CLS51.

2.4,2.5.4 Limitations of PLS

1. Models are more difficult to understand and interpret that CLS, ILS or PCR.

2. Calculations in PLS-1 are slower than most classical methods.

In the previous sections, four multivariate regression models have been

presented. The selection of the samples and sensors used to bund and validate the

model is an important step that influences the quality of the predictions. In the

following section, some ideas are given about the methodological selection of the

best samples and sensors for calibration.
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2 Experimental design in multivariate calibration models

2.5 Optimal design in multivariate calibration

Calibration relates analyte concentrations and instrumental responses with the

aim of achieving an acceptable predictive quality (in terms of trueness and precision)

over all the experimental domain and applicable to the largest number of unknown

samples possible. The mathematical expressions of the multiple linear regression

(MLR) model, CLS, ILS and PCR are compared in the Table 2.1 along with their least-

squares solution.

Table 2.1. Comparison of different regression models

Vector of

Model Model expression Least-squares dependent

solution variables

MLR y = Xp + 8 b = X+y y

*•— Lt) Tun O Cun/true""" S Cun ^un ^un

ILS c* = Rpfc + e bfc=R+Q ct

PCR Cfr = T0fr+e q/^T+cjc Q

X

S

R

T

Matrix of the model

Rows are:

experiments

sensors

samples

samples

Columns are:

variables

pure spectra

sensors

scores

It can be seen that the dependent variables y in MLR are either the spectrum of the

unknown sample run (CLS) or the concentration of the analyte under study in the

calibration samples c& (ILS, PCR). A row of the calibration matrix X corresponds either

to the absorbances of the K analytes at a given wavelength (CLS) or to one calibration

sample represented by the absorbances at / wavelengths (ILS) or its scores (PCR). A

column of the calibration matrix (the settings of one variable in all the experimental

points) can be either the spectrum of one pure analyte (CLS), the absorbance at a

given wavelength in all the calibration samples (ILS) or the score of these samples in a

given factor (PCR). The coefficients of the MLR model correspond to the

concentration of the K analytes in the unknown sample in CLS.
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2.5 Optimal design in multivariate calibration

The variance of the predicted concentration in these models depends on:

a) three sources of error: the measured responses from the unknown sample,

measured responses from the calibration samples and the analyte concentrations

in the calibration samples.

b) the mathematical expression of the model.

c) the points in the calibration matrices (the calibration space)

d) the position in the calibration space of the sample to be predicted (if the point is

close or away from the points used for calibration).

The degree of complexity of the available expressions to calculate this variance in

the different calibration models1'41-47'58'62-98 depends on the assumptions made referent

to the points a) to d). An usual simplification is to assume that the errors in the

independent variables are neglected and to use the MLR expressions to calculated

the variances. In this case, var(cm^ in ILS is given by eq 2,17 and only depends on

the values in R (the absorbances of each calibration sample) and not on the values of

the concentrations. In the same way, uar(cun) in CLS depends only on the variance of

the measured responses in tm and on the matrix S (eq 2.12). With these

assumptions, the DOE can be applied for the optimal building of the multivariate

calibration models so that a reliable estimation of the searched relationship is at the

minimum cost found".

As already indicated in §2.3.4, the values in the calibration matrices in MLR

influence in the way that the measurements errors propagate to the predicted

concentration. The DOE16-21 indicates the most appropriate settings for the variables

in each row of X to find a reliable estimation of the coefficients. However, classical

designs (e.g. factorial-type designs) require the independent variables be

manipulated according to the specified design strategy. This, for example, would

require preparing calibration samples with specific values of absorbance at each of

the measured wavelengths in ILS or scores in PCR and in CLS having pure analytes

with the necessary absorbance values at each wavelength. This is not so readily used

in multivariate calibration problems where it is impossible to make calibration

samples of a determined composition and with prearranged values of the

independent variables (specially when they are spectral measurements which are

function of the chemical values). These situations are frequent in the quantitative

analysis of natural products (i.e. water, flour, meat,...), whose chemical composition
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2 Experimental design in multivariate calibration models

cannot be controlled. Then the design variables in S, R or T are interrelated and

cannot be manipulated independently of one another since they are influenced by

many factors outside the experimenter's control, relating to the nature of the

substance. These cases also arise in structure-activity relationship studies, where the

values of the independent variables are fixed for the chemical configuration.

Therefore, the classical designs are difficult to use due to the impossibility of

preparing samples with complex matrices and well determined instrumental

responses. The alternative consists of obtaining a large list of possible points (rows in

S, R or T) and select among them the most appropriate for calibration (generally the

more economical subset that has the sufficient information for the model). This means

that the best wavelengths(rows of S) are selected in CLS from the full spectra of the

pure components (the matrix S). This is an advantage in ILS and PCR since the best

calibration samples can be selected from a series of all the available candidate

samples characterized by "inexpensive" multivariate measurements (e.g.

spectroscopic data which can be collected with little labor and cost, R) or scores (T).

For calibration, the analyte concentration must only be determined in the few selected

samples using the more-time consuming referee or well-established method.

Compared to analyzing a full set of samples, the cost of the model is being reduced.

The requirements for this selection step have been indicated in §2.3.4. The

selection algorithms select the subset of points among all the points available for

multiple linear regression (MLR) optimizing the desired criterion. An adequate

criterion is the optimality of the selected subset for estimating the parameters of the

model, since a low variance in the parameters should result in a good predictive

power over the calibration range (e.g. the D-criterion and the A-criterion). Other

criterion to consider is the quality of the predictions furnished by the model built

(the G-criterion). Also measures of collinearity must be considered, specially for the

selection of samples in ILS. The collinearity in the columns of R produces large

uncertainty in the coefficients in the model and thus a large uncertainty in the

estimated concentrations. In this case, wavelength selection is important to reduce

the collinearity before (or simultaneously) to the selection of the calibration samples.

PCR does not present these collinearity problems since the scores are orthogonal.
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2.6 Collinearity in multivariate calibration

2.6 Collinearity in multivariate calibration

2.6.1 Definition of collinearity and singularity

Multiple linear regression regresses several independent variables x on a

dependent variable y (eq 2.6). Collinearity (also called multicollinearity) is defined as

approximate linear dependence of at least one of the columns x, of X with other/s

column/ sMLl1. Singularity accurs when the variables are perfectly correlated.

2.6.2 Problems caused by collinearity

Collinearity and singularity concern an ill-conditioning of the matrix XTX that

causes numerical and statistical problems in MLR related to stability and ability for

matrix inversion:

1. At least one diagonal element of (XDC)4 is large and the associated least-squares

estimated coefficient has large variance. The more collinear the x variables are,

the more unstable becomes the linear system i.e. more susceptible to large changes

in b produced by small changes in X or y due to noise. Unacceptable signs or too

large values of the coefficients can be obtained 10° which affects their chemometric

interpretation.

2, Numerical difficulties in (XrX)-1, that cannot be calculated in case of singularity

or may have large values in case of collinearity. For each exact linear dependence

in the columns of X there is one zero eigenvalue of XDC Near-linear dependencies

result in small eigenvalues.

3. Collinearity makes it more difficult to interpret the impact of each regressor on the

response: correlated estimates cannot be interpreted separately and are unstable

and unreliable. A regression coefficient is the partial derivative of the response

with respect to a regressor variable100. It is desirable to have independent

estimations of the coefficients.
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2 Experimental design in multivariate calibration models

4. The i-test can indicate statistical insignificance of the coefficients owing to large

variances of regression coefficient estimates76.

5. The prediction for new x measurements may be good at points with combinations

of x's similar to those in the calibration data. Prediction at combinations different

from these or extrapolation outside the range of the data can be adversely affected

and have large errors.

6. Collinearity can exist in models with a good fit (a high multiple correlation

coefficient). Since the residuals in the regression may be very small but the

coefficients are estimated poorly, the traditional analysis of lack of fit does not

signal potential collinearity problems100.

2.6.3 A graphical representation of collinearity

The collinearity problem is illustrated in Figure 2,13, with a training set with two

measured variables, xi and xz The sample domain101, rectangle ABCD, is delimited by

the highest and lowest values of these variables. If the fitted model is the plane given

by y=bo + biXi + b&z, this can be interpreted as "a table whose legs are situated in the

coordinates of each point and the lengths of the legs are the measured ys". Due to a

different measurement error in each point, not all the "legs" fit the table so the

inclination of the table (given by the model coefficients) has some uncertainty. This

uncertainty is smaller in the direction AC since the table has legs at the extremes and

an error in the length of a leg has less effect on the inclination of the table. The

uncertainty is higher in the direction BD. A new prediction in a point in the direction

AC has a small uncertainty since the model is stable in this direction, but a predicted

point near the vertex B (the point in black) has a high uncertainty due to the

uncertainty of the table in that direction.

The PCA decomposition used in the PCR model defines a new variable along the

direction AC and another in the direction BD and the new experimental domain as

the largest and smallest values of the scores along these two PCs. A sample in the

vertex B would be detected as an outlier. In addition not considering the direction BC

makes more stable predictions.
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2.6 Collinearity in multivariate calibration

y

Figure 2.13. The training set has values that are very collinear: the x\ values
increase as the corresponding values for %2 increase.

2.6.4 Detection and measures of collinearity

Several measures enable the extent of the collinearity problem to be evaluated: the

correlation matrix of the regressor variables, the eigenvalues of the calibration matrix

(and related measures such as the condition indices and the condition number), the

tolerance and variance inflation factors of the estimated coefficients and the variance-

decomposition proportions. A discussion about these measures can be found in

references 34,100-106. The variance inflation factors (explained below) and the

variance-proportion decompositions (explained in the section §4.3) are the diagnostic

tools used in this thesis .

Variance inflation f actors

The variance inflation factor (VIF) of the regression coefficient b¡ is thejth diagonal

element of the inverse of the correlation matrix of the variables. It can also be

calculated as106
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2 Experimental design in multivariate calibration models

(2.78)

where R2/ is the multiple correlation coefficient of x/ regressed on all the other terms in

the model. An equivalent definition is10:

(2.79)

The VIF, measures the increase in variance in the fitted model due to the

collinearity compared to a design of uncorrelated x-variables. The VIF; has a range 1

(non-correlated coefficients) to infinity (prefect correlation). Values larger than 1

indicate that the variable is affected by collinearity and larger than 10 that the

correlation among the variables is so high that the coefficient is likely to be poorly

estimated107'108. Since the maximum VIF is a lower bound on the condition number,

a large VIF implies also a large condition number. The VIFs have been

recommended as a general diagnostic measure of collinearity104 and are used to

measure if the selected points contain the sufficient information (if they are

orthogonal enough) to estimate the model correctly 10<31. Every wavelength or sample

selection methodology can use the VIFs to measure the quality of the selected subset.

In §4.6, the VIFs is shown to be equivalent to the Lorber's definition of selectivity.

However, since the VIFs are a global measure, they do not indicate which regressors

are involved and are unable to distinguish among coexisting spectral overlap

situations of three or more components.

2.6.5 Influence of collinearity in multivariate calibration

Collinearity largely affects the prediction error in multivariate calibration models.

Elimination of collinearity is important in the instrumental methods of analysis.

Different sources of collinearity and their solutions are:

1. A bad experimental design of the analyte concentrations in the calibration

samples. An example is the artificial calibration samples made by dilutions of a
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2.6 Collinearity in multivariate calibration

single mixture with of all constituents of interest. The concentrations of all

constituents vary together and their spectra all increase and decrease in

sympathy. Multivariate models, which correlate changes in the concentrations

to changes in the spectra, will fail since they will detect only one cause of

variation regardless of how many constituents were mixed together in the

original mixture. To an eigenvector-based model, one only factor will contain

nearly all the variance in the data. A sample that does not have exactly the same

ratio of constituent concentrations as the calibration samples will be predicted

wrong. Collinearity can be reduced here with properly designed calibration

mixtures having different ratios of the concentration on the components of

interest.

2. Physical constraints in model or in data so that only certain combinations of the

independent variables can be evaluated. This could be solved by adequately

selecting the regression method so that it can handle collinear data, such as factor-

based regression or ridge regression,

3. In CLS (eq 2.22), the overlap of the pure component spectra produces collinear

columns in S and large variances and covariances of the concentration estimates.

This gives an unstable system of equations and small relative changes in r due to

measurement error can produce large relative changes in c so that misleading

results can be obtained (e.g. negative concentration values for analytes that are

present). The effects of collinearity can be reduced (but not eliminated unless

completely selective sensors are available) with a correct choice of the

wavelengths, which affects both the trueness and precision of the predicted

concentrations. Criteria for wavelength selection are usually based on some

measure of orthogonality in the S matrix, such as the selectivity by Lorber17. This

and other criteria are discussed in the chapter §4,

4. In ILS, singularity is produced by a number of calibration samples inferior to the

number of measured variables (over-estimated regression).This can be solved by

using more calibration samples, removing redundant variables (e.g. with

genetic algorithms or stepwise multiple linear regression, although this last

method is not sensitive to the collinearity of the independent variables) or using

factor-based models such as PCR and PLS, which reduce the number of regressor

variables. Another source of collinearity in ILS is the correlation between the
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2 Experimental design in multivariate calibration models

columns of R produced, specially in NIR or UV-vis spectra where the number of

responses can easily approach 1000, by the similar absorbances at adjacent

wavelengths that tend to increase and decrease together in the calibration

samples. This causes a large sensitivity of the estimated bt to small changes in Q

(see §2.6.2). The large variance (low precision) of the coefficients produces large

variances for the predicted concentration in unknown samples. For these

reasons ILS is always accompanied of wavelength selection to reduce the

collinearity. PCR or PLS are usually employed instead of ILS. These methods

reduce the variance of the coefficients compared with ILS by discarding part of

the information of the data to estimate the regression coefficients. The resulting

estimators are biased, but they may be preferable to ILS.
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Selection of Calibration
Samples and Factors

in Principal Component Regression
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3.1 Introduction

3.1 Introduction

3.1.1 Aim of the chapter

The aim of this chapter is to propose a new methodology for selecting the best

subset of calibration samples for PCR from the instrumental responses of a large set

of samples. Only the selected samples are submitted to chemical analysis and

calibration, thus reducing the time and cost of the calibration step. As a part of the

methodology, a fast method for selecting the most important principal components

for regression is developed.

3.1.2 Structure of the chapter

After the introduction, containing the aim of the chapter, its structure and a

bibliographic revision, the sections §3.2 to §3.7 contain the main contents structured

in different papers:

§3.2 is the paper Selection of best calibration sample subset for multivariate regression. Joan

Ferré, F. Xavier Rius Anal. Cheni. 68, (1996) 1565-1571. Here a sample selection

methodology in PCR, based on the D-optimality criterion and the Fedorov's exchange

algorithm, is described. The algorithm is also reviewed in the last part of this paper.

§3.3 is the paper Determination ofethylene content in poly(propylene-ethylene) copolymers

using near-infrared spectra (NIR) and multivariate calibration Villagrasa C, Ferré J.,

Larrechi M.S., Rius F.X., García C. (in preparation). Here near-infrared (NIR) data of

copolymers is used to compare the predictive ability of PLS and of PCR with the

factors selected according to the methodology described in §3.2.

§3.4 is the paper Constructing D-optimal designs from a list of candidate samples. Joan

Ferré, F. Xavier Rius Trends Anal. Chem. 16, (1997) 70-73. Here, the Fedorov's

algorithm, that is seldom used in the analytical literature, is presented and compared
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3 Selection of calibration samples and factors in PCR

with the popular Kennard-Stone's algorithm1 and the random division of samples

into calibration and validation sets. Kennard-Stone's algorithm selects samples

spread over the experimental domain. In contrast, the samples selected with the

Fedorov's algorithm tend to lie at the extremes of the experimental domain for a

linear model of first degree. These methods are applied in a MLR model to predict

the octane index in fuel samples

§3.5 is the paper Selection of calibration points for PCR in QSAR studies . Joan Ferré, F.

Xavier (in preparation) where the Fedorov's algorithm is applied in quantitative

structure-activity relationship (QSAR) studies to select calibration points

characterized by the scores on some PCs of a series of properties. The algorithm is an

alternative to selecting the samples for its similarity to the points of a given

experimental design (usually a factorial design).

§3.6 contains the paper Assessing the validity of principal component regression models in

different analytical conditions. Rius A.; Callao M.P., Ferré J.; Rius F.X., Anal. Chim. Acta

337 (1997) 287-296. This paper proposes a methodology for assessing, before using

the piecewise direct standardization (PDS) technique, if a PCR model is valid when

the actual working conditions are different from those used for modeling. The

contribution to this work consists on applying the D-optimality criterion for

selecting, from a large set, the minimum number of samples that must be

measured. These already analyzed samples can be used in the standardization

process in case that it is necessary.

3.1.3 Bibliographic revision and comments

To estimate the coefficients in a multivariate calibration model a set of calibration

samples with known instrumental responses (e.g. absorbance at different

wavelengths) and analyte concentrations is required.

The design or selection of the calibration samples must consider and satisfy

statistical and economical requirements. The economical aspect mainly comprises the

cost and time involved to obtain the calibration samples. Measuring the instrumental
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3.1 Introduction

responses is supposed to be cheaper and less time-consuming than determining the

analyte concentration. This last step may require cumbersome analyses with a well

established or reference method of analysis, which might be expensive, slow or

undesirable. The statistical performance characteristics are related to the quality of

the values predicted with the model. The spectra and composition of the

calibration samples should emulate the unknown samples as closely as possible.

The composition should span the expected range of concentration values of the

future unknown samples and the spectra should be representative of all the

constituents that contribute to the instrumental response in the unknown sample to

enable the model to recognize the information for the constituents of interest. All

phenomena (with chemical, physical or other basis) that vary in the unknown

samples and influence the instrumental measurements must also vary in the

calibration set over the same ranges. Martens and Naes2 and Gemperline3 also

commented these ideas.

Commonly, calibration sets have a relatively large number of samples (maybe

hundreds) to achieve a statistical representation of all sample properties. Lorber and

Kowalski4 proved that, to improve the prediction quality, it is always advantageous

to add samples to the calibration. Although the mathematical expression of the

Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury theorem used in their proof contains a small erratum

(XTX should be written instead of X; the correct expression can be found in Meyers5

page 459 or in Weisberg6page 293), the conclusions are not affected. However, due to

the effort of analyzing each calibration sample with the well-established technique,

the considerable cost of obtaining a large calibration set may not always be

compensated by an equal increase in the quality of the model. Faber and Kowalski7

commented that increasing the number of calibration samples above some limit has

only a marginal effect on the prediction error. In addition, Honigs et ai.8 mentioned

some specific drawbacks to the use of a large sample set, such as the possibility that a

property that is only present in a few calibration samples be ignored by the model if

many other samples do not present this property. A small training set selected to

contain a high degree of variability could avoid that problem.

The experimenter usually employs his/her subjective criterion to decide when the

number of the calibration samples is 'sufficient' and when their composition spans

correctly the experimental domain. The number considered as 'sufficienf depends on

the nature, cost and difficulty in obtaining the samples. Moreover, the available
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3 Selection of calibration samples and factors in PCR

samples are usually randomly divided into calibration and validation sets. Several

authors9-10 found that calibrations based on random choice may perform well but

there is also a chance to obtain much worse results than with a careful selection using

a methodological approach. The validation of the models also depends on how well

the calibration set represents the validation set.

Owing to the large importance of the calibration set on the predictive ability of

the model, the selection of the calibration samples should not depend upon

scarcely rigorous criteria. The idea here is to employ a mathematical criterion to

reduce the cost of the calibration by selecting an adequate number of calibration

samples that gives a compromise between the performance criteria and the cost of the

model. Since it is easy to perform measurements on a large number of samples,

there is a large probability that the calibration set contains the most important

variations in the data.

3.1.3.1 Bibliographic revision of calibration sample selection

Table 3.1 resumes different approaches found in the literature for selecting

calibration samples in PCR from a large list when they cannot be synthesized. These

procedures often use spectral data, which can be collected with little labor and cost,

and characterize the samples by their scores on a certain number of principal

components (PCs). Other approaches found, although not based on PCR, are also

indicated but not commented.

3.1.3.2 Comments to the existing approaches

The idea of all these methods is to select a representative sample among other

similar and avoid discarding useful information. The approaches based on the

Kennard-Stone-Mke algorithms1'11 and clustering10 have the interesting advantage of

collecting points evenly spread over the whole experimental domain and span the

variation as uniformly as possible. In this way, the selected samples are not too close

to any of the others and can be used for check the fit of the model or add new terms if

necessary. However, some general objections can be made to the methods indicated

in the Table 3.1.
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3.1 Introduction

Table 3.1. Sample selection approaches proposed by several authors.

Authors

Hruschka andNorris12

Honigs et a/.8

Zemroch13

Naes10

Puchwein9

Lorber and Kowalski4

Schostack and
Malinowski14

Isaksoon and Naes15

Kalivas16

Hitchcock etal.17

Tong-Huaeffli. w

Marengo and

Todeschini11

Aastveit and
Marum19

Naes and Isaksoon20 ;
Araujo and Brereton21

Jouan-Rimbaud et al. 22

Proposed approach. Comments
Selection using concentration and instrumental responses of all the samples in
ILS.

Subtractions from the spectral data to choose the spectrally unique samples for
calibration from a large set. The algorithm spans the spectral variation as much
as possible.

Clustering of the candidate points and selection of one point from each cluster
in MLR.

Clustering of the samples using their scores on a certain number of PCs of NIR
spectra. The sample farthest away from the center of every cluster is selected as

representative.

Iterative elimination of similar samples from a large data set using sample
scores and distances between data points. The samples retained for calibration
have the largest Mahalanobis distance from the origin and are representative of
the complete original data set.

Algorithm for sensor selection that can be modified for sample selection. The
calibration samples, that are optimal for all analytes, are selected after
measuring the response of the unknown sample. The optimal calibration set
may change (thus different samples must be analyzed) for each unknown
sample., which does not reduce the cost of the calibration.

Iterative key set factor analysis (IKSFA) to select the key set, the preferred set of
analytical wavelengths or calibration samples that best characterizes a
multicomponent system.

Compared Naes10 and Honigs et al? approaches in PCR. The Naes10 approach
performed better in terms of prediction error.

Generalized simulated annealing (GSA) to select calibration samples from a set
of NIR spectra by minimizing the Mahalanobis distance between the unknown
sample and the average spectrum. Not applied to PCR but to PLS with one
latent variable. The reason for this one latent variable was not indicated, nor the
criteria to estimate the appropriate number of calibration samples.

Design of optimal calibration concentration matrices for spectroscopic data and
PLS. They assume that the analyst knows the components present in the
unknown sample, the proper number of calibration samples and is able to
artificially generate them.

A genetic algorithm is used to select calibration samples. Its number is decided

a priori.

Algorithm for selecting experiments uniformly distributed from the set of
candidates using the original variables, not PCA scores. It does not require any

preliminary hypothesis about a regression model. Similar to Kennard-Stone's

algorithm1.

They compared different strategies for sample selection in PCR, including the

Naes's10 clustering method. Local calibration methods performed the best.

General rules for selection of samples for calibration, specially for ILS models

Kennard-Stone algorithm to select calibration samples in ILS.
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3 Selection of calibration samples and factors in PCR

One objection is the lack of a clear mathematical criterion to decide the sufficient

(or optimal) number of calibration samples to correctly estimate the model

coefficients. The authors either did not give any criterion4'11'16 or decided this number

beforehand depending on how many samples one wants to or can afford to use in the

calibration 8,10,13,, por example, Naes10 divided randomly the available samples into

calibration and validation sets, and decided arbitrarily a number of samples from the

calibration set to be selected using clustering. Honigs et al.8 continued the iterative

procedure until the desired number of spectra was selected. Puchwein9 submitted to

factor analysis the raw data of the reduced number of samples and the

transformation matrix derived was used to recalculate the factor scores of the whole

data set. The subset was assumed to still represent the original set if the redefined

subset region contained all or at least most of the original samples. However, he was

not able to formulate a rule to stop the sample reduction automatically when the

minimum subset was reached. When the experimenter is not able to decide the exact

number of samples that are adequate to assure the quality of the estimated model

coefficients, these approaches may fan.

Another limitation is that the selections based on distances require the PCs used in

the model (which should be the ones with the best predictive ability) to be specified

beforehand (e.g. the scores on the important PCs are used to compute the

Mahalanobis distance in the clustering method10). However, this cannot be known

only from the instrumental responses matrix (see §2.4.2.4.3); they must be selected

considering the predictive ability of PCR models made with an increasing number of

factors. Moreover, the factors should be included in these models in order of their

correlation with the concentration, not in order of the percentage of explained

variance of the data matrix. To make sure that the optimal number of components is

incorporated it was suggested using experience with similar systems on how many

PCs had main predictive relevance or to randomly select a few calibration samples

and estimate the optimal number of factors with cross-validation or leverage

correction10'15. This number could then be used in a search for additional calibration

samples according to the selection procedure. Naes10 selected the optimal factors for

clustering using all the available samples and their analyte concentrations. So did Xie

and Kalivas23 and Sutter et al.2* and in their optimization procedure to find the

optimal set of factors. These approaches cannot be used here since the aim of the

methodology is avoid analyzing all the samples. Puchwein9 first considered the

factors required to regenerate the raw data matrix within the measurement error and
_
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the factors were selected by regressing the concentration against the scores of each

factor individually. The factors were introduced into the final model by the absolute

value of their regression coefficients in decreasing order. Isaksoon and Naes15

selected the PCs with the largest variance but did not give any criterion to justify the

number of factors used. They indicated that further studies on how to select an

optimal number of PCs should be performed.

Considering the mentioned comments it can be stated that a strategy of selection

of the calibration sample subset f or PCR requires:

1. A criterion for judging the quality of each subset of N candidates. The selected

subset is the one that optimizes this criterion over all the other possible subsets.

Faber and Kowalski7 also indicated that the a suitable selection criterion should

provide a design of the calibration samples good enough to avoid extrapolations.

2. An optimization algorithm to find the optimal subset avoiding the examination

of all possible combinations of subsets of samples.

3. A criterion for comparing the subsets with a different number of samples, so

that the optimal N can be decided.

4. A method for selection of the best predictive factors for PCR in case that the

optimization criterion needs them to be specified beforehand

A selection methodology should consider the above indicated steps using the

instrumental responses of a large set of samples but analyzing only the minimum

number required. This has been solved in the paper presented in §3.2.
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3.2 Selection of the Best Calibration Sample

Subset for Multivariate Regression

Anal. Chem. 68 (1996) 1565-1571

Joan Ferré and F. Xavier Rius.

Departament de Química. Universitat Rovira i Virgili.

PI. Imperial Tanaca, 1, 43005-Tarragona. SPAIN

This paper discusses a methodology for selecting the minimum number of

calibration samples in principal component regression (PCR) analysis. The

method uses only the instrumental responses of a large set of samples to select the

optimal subset, which is then submitted to chemical analysis and calibration. The

subset is selected to provide a low variance of the regression coefficients. The

methodology has been applied to UV-visible spectroscopy data to determine Ca2+

in water and near-IR spectroscopy data to determine moisture in corn. In both

cases, the regression models developed with a reduced number of samples

provided accurate results. As far as precision is concerned, a similar root-mean-

squared error of cross-validation (RMSECV) is found when comparing the new

methodology with the results of the regression models that use the complete set of

calibration samples and PCR. The number of analyzed samples in the calibration

set can be reduced by up to 50%, which represents a considerable reduction in

costs.

Received for review May 22,1995. Accepted January 18,1996.
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3 Selection of calibration samples and factors in PCR

Multivariate regression methods 1 4 such as classical least-squares (CLS), inverse

least-squares (ILS), principal component regression (PCR), or partial least-squares

regression (PLSR) enable mathematical models to be developed that relate

multivariate instrumental responses r¡ (e.g.: spectral intensities) from many

calibration samples to the known analyte concentrations in these samples (c,-)

according to eql:

= f(n,r2,..., r¡)+e{ (1)

where ei is the residual associated with the z'th concentration. This relationship can

then be used to predict analyte concentrations for unknown samples from their

instrumental responses. When calibration standards are not easily synthesized (e.g.,

natural samples), they are selected from among all the available samples. For this

calibration set to be obtained, the instrumental responses must be measured (which is

usually relatively quick and easy, as in spectroscopic analysis) and the analyte

concentrations determined. These concentrations are usually determined with a

reference or well-established method that may be slow, expensive, or cumbersome.

Lorber and Kowalski5 showed that, to establish suitable prediction models, the higher

the number of calibration samples providing supplementary information the better.

However, this might mean that the cost and time spent in obtaining a high number of

calibration standards is not affordable in cost-effectiveness terms. The analyst might

be interested in using not all but only the minimum (or a reduced) number of

calibration samples, provided that the developed model is able to furnish prediction

values of the desired quality.

hi this paper we report a procedure for selecting an adequate subset of calibration

samples for PCR from the instrumental responses of a large number of samples. Only

the selected samples are submitted to the more time-consuming chemical analysis

and to principal component modeling. The selected samples give the lowest variance

for the estimated regression coefficients and enable the principal components (PCs)

that provide the best predictive PCR model to be selected. The results compare well

to the ones obtained using the complete set of calibration samples.

Several procedures for selecting a subset of calibration samples for PCR from a

large data set have been proposed.6'7 Clustering,8 iterative elimination of similar

samples by using the Mahalanobis distance,9 and iterative key set factor analysis
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(IKSFA)10 have been applied to spectral data and make use of the scores on a certain

number of PCs. In quantitative structure-activity relationship studies (QSAR),

principal component analysis followed by sample selection to fit factorial and

fractional factorial designs have been reported.1145 Other approaches for selecting

calibration samples, although they do not focus on PCR, have been used and

compared.16-21 Recently, Naes and Isaksoon22 gave some general principles for

selecting calibration samples.

Although promising results have been obtained, some general objections can be

made to these approaches. While they aim to span as much of the experimental

domain as possible, the mathematical expression of the regression model is seldom

considered. Moreover, no unambiguous mathematical criterion is reported (except

for Puchwein's approach9) to decide how many calibration samples are required. The

experimenter must usually decide a priori what a "sufficient" number of calibration

standards is, using subjective criterion. In such cases, there is no guarantee that the

selected samples will contain the necessary information to build a model which

should provide accurate and precise predictions throughout the experimental

domain. Moreover, as is shown below, the random separation of samples into

calibration and test sets can give models with poor prediction ability if the calibration

set does not contain enough information to allow correct estimation of the regression

coefficients.

In the field of experimental design theory,23-29 a variety of algorithms25-29 have

been used to select subsets of calibration samples for multiple linear regression (MLR)

models. A usual selection criterion is to minimize the variance of the estimated

regression coefficients, but this is very time-consuming when the number of predictor

variables is high and is not suitable for highly collinear data. These two characteristics

are common, for example, in spectroscopic data. PCR can overcome these problems

since it can deal with collinear data and a large number of variables.

The methodology presented here uses Fedorov's28-29 exchange algorithm to select

an appropriate set of calibration samples for PCR models after scaling the scores. This

algorithm makes use of the mathematical expression of the model, so the

experimenter must know which PCs are relevant for regression in order to include

them in the model. As this is a rather strict condition when the experimenter faces the

regression problem for the first time, the PCs that are. important for regression are
_
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3 Selection of calibration samples and factors in PCR

found by building a preliminary screening model that uses the minimum number of

necessary samples. The important factors are selected from the absolute values of this

model's coefficients. Subsequently, a definitive model containing the selected factors

can be postulated, and the definitive sample subset that will be used to build it is

selected. Finally, the model is validated by using the cross-validation technique.

Background and Theory

Notation. Matrices are represented by bold capital letters, column vectors by

bold lowercase letters, and scalars by italic characters. The superscript T means

transposed. The subindices in a matrix indicate its dimensions. Let R/x/ be the column

mean-centered matrix of instrumental response data for I samples and / sensors and

c/xi the vector of the /cth analyte concentration in the í calibration samples.

Principal component regression formulation. In PCR, R/x/ is decomposed

according to

R/x/ - T/xpP;xp
T + EÍX/ (2)

where the columns in T;xp are P<min(I,J) uncorrelated underlying factors that might

be important for prediction, P;XP is the loading matrix, and E/x/ is a matrix of residuals.

After determining which Q < P principal components are important for regression,

cixi is regressed versus T;XQ according to

C/xl = T;x(Q+l)P(Q+l)xi
 + f M (3)

where P(Q+I)XI is the vector containing the regression coefficients, a column vector of

ones has been appended to T;XQ to account for a constant term, and the elements of

f;xi are the calibration error terms. An estimate of p can be found using the least-
squares method.2

The Q factors that provide the best predictive model are usually found by cross-

validation2 of several regression models bunt with a different number of factors. Since

the factors associated with the largest eigenvalues do not necessarily give the best
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predictive model,30'31 all possible combinations of factors should be checked.

Optimization methods such as generalized simulated annealing (GSA)30 enable the

best subset to be found and make it unnecessary for all possible combinations to be

checked. Although GSA has provided promising results, it uses the whole set of

samples and may often be quite time-consuming. We propose a faster approach

based on screening the factors which are important for modeling the concentration

using instrumental response and analyte concentration values for a reduced number

of samples.

Sample Selection and Model Building. The devised procedure consists of

the following steps:

(1) R;x/ is first decomposed according to eq 2. The P factors in T/xp that contain

important information are selected on the basis of previously acquired experience

about similar systems, criteria about significant eigenvalues (e.g., Malinowski's IND

function32), or the commonly used cross-validation technique.33-34 It is preferable to

overdetermine P to ensure that all factors containing information are taken into

account.

(2) The range-midrange transformation35 is performed on TIXP={ÍÍP} for every

sample z=l,..., I and every factor p=l,..., P so as to obtain S/xp={s,-p}:

where:

sip=(tip-CP)/RP

Cp= [max (tip) + min (f¡p)] / 2

Rp= [max(fip) - min (f,p)] / 2

(4)

with max(f/p) and min(i;p) being the highest and lowest score values for the pth factor.

This scaling technique makes the scaled scores S;P for every factor span the range

[-!,+!]. Although this scaling technique can be sensitive to outliers, it is essential

since it enables the regression coefficients calculated in step 4 to be compared.

(3) A subset of N samples (P+l< N< I) is selected according to the procedure

developed in the next section and their analyte concentrations (CNXI) a*e chemically

determined.
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(4) The coefficients in model eq 5 are determined:

- S;síx(P+l)P(P+l)xl (5)

where SNX(P+I) is a submatrix of S/xp, to which the column vector of ones has been

appended to account for the constant term and whose rows are the N samples

selected in step 3. The magnitude of each estimated coefficient in eq 5 indicates the

ability of its corresponding factor to model the concentration values. As the régresser

variables are equally scaled between -1 and +1, the absolute values of the coefficients

can be compared among one another. A high value indicates that the corresponding

factor explains a considerable variance of the concentration. The Q factors with

largest coefficients are selected for the final regression model since they provide the

best modelling ability. The factors with coefficient values near to zero only model

random error and are discarded. Should irrelevant factors be included in the model,

the quality of the prediction will decrease.

To classify a factor as non-significant, two alternative approaches are presented

here: a i-test for every coefficient36 and the leave-one-out cross-validation error for a

series of models made with the selected samples and by adding the factors in

decreasing order according to the absolute value of their coefficients. The factors that

give the model with the minimum error of prediction are selected.

(5) The final PCR model is bunt with the Q important factors and a new selected

subset of M samples according to eq 6:

- SMx(Q+l)P(Q+l)xl (6)

where SMX(Q+I) is a submatrix of S/xp in which each row corresponds to a selected

sample, each column corresponds to a selected factor, and a column of ones has been

appended. The analyte concentrations of these new selected samples (CMXI) are

determined according to the chemical procedure used. The final model can be

validated using the cross-validation technique. Alternatively, the samples that have

not been used in the model building step can be used as a test set to validate the

model, but this requires analyzing these latter samples. The selection of a subset of

test samples for model validation could be the subject for future research.
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Selection of the Optimal Set of Calibration Samples. The criterion for

sample selection is that the N calibration samples should provide regression

coefficients with the lowest variance of all of the subsets of N samples. The global

precision of the estimated coefficients in eq 5 is given by the volume of their 100(1-

a)% confidence region, which is proportional to [Det(SNx(p+i)TSNx(p+i))]~1/2 / where Det

denotes determinant.24'27-29 Maximizing Det(S¡vx(p+i)TSNx(p+i)) by selecting which N

samples are included in SNX(P+I> minimizes the volume of the confidence region and

helps to achieve minimum variance in the coefficients25. This criterion is known as the

D-optimality criterion. Every definite model, implicit in the matrix SNX(P+I) (and later

in SMX(Q+I>) in which each column is related to a coefficient, has a different optimal

calibration set.

Although a search for all combinations of N samples ensures that the subset that

maximizes Det(Swx(p+i)T SNX(P+I)) is found, the time required for such a search makes it

impractical when the number of available samples, Í, is high. Several algorithms

make examining all possible combinations unnecessary.25'27 We used Fedorov's

exchange algorithm27-29 found in the NEMROD 3.0 software package,37 since it is

specially designed to search for D-optimal subsets from a list of I candidate samples.

D-optimal subsets are found for different N: from N equal to the number of

coefficients in the PCR model (i.e, the minimum required to solve the linear system of

equations) to a number N<I defined according to the user's needs. Of the D-optimal

subsets, the one that is selected for calibration is the one that contains the maximum

information per sample to estimate the coefficients, which is given by log(Det(Mw))

with MN=(SNX(P+I)T SNx(p+i))/N.29

A similar procedure is used to select the final subset of M samples in eq 6, and the

matrix SMX(Q+I) is used. As the optimal calibration subset is model-dependent, the N

samples used to build eq 5 are not necessarily the most suitable for eq 6. Since the aim

is to use the minimum number of calibration samples, rather than discard the

previously analyzed N samples, the selection algorithm will add (if necessary) M-N

samples to the already analyzed N samples so that the D-optimal subset contains the

necessary information for a good estimation of the coefficients of the final model.

It should be noticed that the selection algorithm uses only the instrumental

responses. Hence, a selected calibraticn set used in the screening step, SNX(P+I) is
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optimal for all the analytes present in a sample, provided that the same model is

postulated. This is no longer true for SM*(Q+I), which includes only the factors that are

important for predicting each specific analyte.

Validation of the Methodology Developed. To assess the accuracy and

precision of the PCR model built with a selected subset, the selected M samples are

used as the calibration set while the remaining (Í-M) samples are used as the test set.

The accuracy is checked by a joint statistical test for the slope and the intercept of the

linear regression between the measured versus predicted concentration values in the

test set.38 The multivariate model is regarded as being accurate if the theoretical

values of intercept zero and slope unity are included within the ellipse which

describes the joint confidence interval of the calculated straight line. The precision is

measured by the root-mean-square error of prediction2 (RMSEP) for the test set. hi

addition, the analyst can calculate the root-mean-square error of cross-validation

(RMSECV) for the model bunt with the M selected samples, given in eq 7:

M
RMSECV= ,1/2

(7)

where c/cv is the predicted concentration for the z'th sample in a model developed

without the zfh sample. The RMSEP of these models was also compared with the root

mean square error of cross-validation (RMSECVT) for the model developed using the

í available samples for calibration.

Experimental section

Samples and software. The following sample sets were used to check the

validity of the method proposed for sample selection.

(1) Data set I consists of 24 UV-visible spectra. Rius et al.39 determined Ca2+ by

using the absorbance of their complexes with 2/2'-(l,8-dihydroxy-3,6-

disulfonaphthylene-2,7-bisazo)-bis(benzenearsonic acid) (arsenazo III) in 24 natural

water samples. Each spectrum consists of 101 variables, corresponding to the
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absorbance valúes at wavelengths from 450nm to 650 nm. The actual content of

calcium in water samples was determined by AAS and ranges between 3.1 and 40.6

ppm.

(2) Data set II consists of near-IR spectra of 46 corn samples at 19 fixed

wavelengths reported by Puchwein.9 The moisture of corn is the constituent of

interest, and its content was determined by oven-drying. It ranges between 3.63% and

19.39%.

All computations were performed with home-made Matlab40 subroutines. The

instrumental response matrices were first mean-centered and Matlab SVD was used

to evaluate the factors. The Matlab source codes are available on request.

Results and discussion

Data set I: Calcium in water samples. Selection of the Important Factors To

Be Used in the Screening Model. P=10 factors were regarded as possibly containing

important information according to PCA cross-validation. Hence, the minimum

number of samples in the calibration set was 11 to enable the constant term and the

regression coefficients associated to each factor in eq 5 to be estimated. Fedorov's

exchange algorithm searched for the subset of N=ll-24 samples that maximize

Det(SNxiiTSNxii). The plot log(Det(MN)) versus number of selected samples N (Figure

1) shows that the subset containing 15 samples (815*11) has the maximum information

per sample. Therefore, Sisxii and the calcium concentration for these 15 samples were

used to build the screening regression model. The regression results are summarized

in Table 1. Comparing the values in column 6 with the tabulated t-value for a =0.05

and 4 degrees of freedom (i.e, 15 samples minus 11 coefficients), io.o5/t= 2.13, the

factors numbered 7, 8 and 10 are discarded for regression. The same result is found

by looking at the minimum cross-validation error.

Final regression model. The exchange algorithm was run again to maximize

Det(Sjvix8TSMx8), where each column in SMXS corresponds to the sample scores on the

selected factors 1-6 and 9, and there is a column of ones to account for the constant
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Figure 1. Number of selected samples (N)
versus log(Det(Mw)). Calcium, 10 factor
model.

15 16 17 19 20 21 22 23 24
number of samples

Figure 2. Number of selected samples (A/I)
versus log(Det(MM)). Calcium in water,
seven selected factor model.

Table 1. Calcium in water samples. Regression Results for the Screening
Model of 10 Factors and 15 Selected Samples a

PC

1
2
9
3
6
4
5
8
7

10

eigenvalue

67.810
14.013
0.001
0.777
0.003
0.210
0.003
0.001
0.001
0.001

variance
81.87
16.92
0.00
0.94
0.00
0.26
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

cumulative
% variance

81.87
98.79
98.79
99.73
99.73
99.99
99.99
99.99
99.99
99.99

coeff

16.79
8.20
4.44
4.35
3.83
3.73
3.55
1.48
1.17
0.66

f-test

9.77
5.25
2.78
3.09
2.26
2.33
2.47
0.85
0.79
0.46

CV
error
7.51
6.71
6.07
5.85
5.86
6.08
4.45
5.29
6.30
8.29

a Column 1 lists the PCs numbered according to decreasing eigenvalues.
Columns 2-4 list the eigenvalue associated with each PC, the percentage
of explained variance and the cumulative percentage of explained
variance, respectively. Column 5 lists, in decreasing order of magnitude,
the absolute value of the regression coefficient corresponding to each
factor in column 1. Column 6 contains the calculated f-values (for
comparison, tabulated t-value: fo.o5,4= 2.13). The last column shows the
prediction error according to the leave-one-out cross-validation procedure
for the selected samples using the factors cumulatively according to the
ordered list in column 1.
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term. To use the already-analyzed samples, the algorithm added samples to the 15

previously selected ones. The subset with maximum log(Det(MM)) did correspond to

the same 15 samples since any addition of new samples gave rise to a decrease in the

log(Det(MM)) (Figure 2). Thus, the 15 previously selected samples already contained

enough information for the final model and no additional samples were needed,

making any further analyte determination unnecessary.

Model validation. The results of the PCR model built with 15 samples and factors

1-6 and 9 are shown in Table 2. All the factors used in the final model are important,

as shown by the f-test (tabulated io.o5,7= 1.89) and the cross-validation error that

reaches a minimum when the model is made with all the selected factors. The nine

samples not used for model building were used as a test set. From the F-test for the

joint confidence interval for the slope and intercept of the linear regression between

the measured versus predicted concentration values, the model was considered to be

accurate at an a = 0.425 level of significance. As far as precision was concerned, a

very acceptable value of RMSEP = 1.86 was obtained. On the other hand, the value of

RMSECV = 4.45 is higher than the RMSECVT = 3.00 obtained using the initial 24

samples. This could be explained if all 15 samples are important for bunding the PCR

model. Deleting only one sample to calculate RMSECV using the leave-one-out

procedure can considerably change the model, giving rise to a loss in precision.

Table 2. Calcium in Water Samples. Regression results for the Final
Model with 15 Selected Samples and Factors 1-6 and 9a

PC
1
2
3
9
6
5
4

coeff
17.13
7.73
4.44
4.36
3.64
3.34
3.33

f-test
11.85

6.05
3.66
3.17
2.51
2.73
2.49

CV error
7.51
6.71
6.01
5.85
5.86
5.03
4.45

a The columns have the same meaning as columns 5-7 in Table 1. The
first column is the number of each PC assigned in table 1, listed according
to the absolute values of the coefficients for the final regression model.
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Validation of the methodology. The performance of the developed methodology

was also compared with the following methods for PCR modeling by evaluating their

prediction ability, (a) The commonly used PCR method, where the complete set of

samples is used for calibration and the factors are introduced into the model in

decreasing order of eigenvalues. The results are given in Table 3, column A. (b) All

possible models made with all possible combinations of PCs, where the complete set

of samples is used for calibration and the model with minimum RMSECVT is

selected for each number of factors. The results are given in Table 3, column B. (c) The

same procedure as (b) but using only the 15 selected samples. The RMSECV results

are Usted in column C in Table 3.

Table 3, column B shows that models built with a subset of selected factors

provide smaller RMSECVT values than models in which the factors are introduced in

decreasing order of their eigenvalues (Table 3, column A). In this case, factor 7

probably models information not related to the calcium concentration, thus

Table 3. RMSECV Values of Regression Models for Calcium with a Different Number of
Factors3

A) Complete set a

15.39 (zero factors)
6.78 1
5.61 1 2
4.99 1 2 3
4.75
4.25
3.96
4.24
4.81
3.47

1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3

4
4 5
4 5 6
4 5 6
4 5 6
4 5 6

7
7 8
7 8 9

B) Complete set b

15.39 (zero factors)
6.78 1
5.61 1 2
4.99 1 2 3
4.61
4.19
3.55
3.00
3.02
3.11

1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3

5
5 9
5 6 9
4 5 6
4 5 6
4 5 6

9
9 10
7 9 10

C) 15 selected samples c

18.51 (zero factors)
7.51 1
6.71 1 2
6.01 1 2 3
5.70
5,33
5,03
4.45
4.83
6.23

1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3

5
4 5
5 6
4 5
4 5
4 5

9
6 9
6 9 10
6 7 9

3.57 12345678910 3.57 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 10 8 8.29 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

a The complete set of samples and models made with increasing number of PCs introduced

in order of decreasing eigenvalues (usual PCR regression). b The complete set of samples for

models made with an increasing number of PCs selected according to their best performance.
c All possible combinations of models for the 15 selected samples only; the best subset of factors

is indicated.
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scaled scores of few selected samples. The higher cross-validation errors obtained

when using only the 15 selected samples (Table 3, column C) can be explained if the

15 selected samples are important for modelling, and when one is deleted, the model

decreasing the prediction properties when it is included in the model. It should be

noticed that factors 1-6 and 9, which give the model with the lowest RMSECVT,

have also been selected as important for the methodology developed here using the is

considerably altered. Another explanation could be that the remaining nine samples

are not important for modelling, since they are similar to other selected samples.

Thus, their deletion does not considerably change the model, which makes the

prediction errors smaller.

To show that the proposed

methodology, in the great majority of

cases, can perform better than the

random division of samples into a

calibration and an evaluation set, 10,000

models were built by randomly dividing

the 24 samples into a calibration set of 15

samples and a test set of nine samples

and their RMSEP was evaluated. Only 78

of them gave lower RMSEP values than

the model built with the selected

samples (Figure 3). This shows that the

random division of samples into training

and test sets is not a guarantee for

building a good quality model, specially

if the randomly selected calibration set

does not adequately span the

experimental domain.

Figure 3. RMSEP of 10 000 models for
calcium in water made by randomly
dividing the samples into calibration and
evaluation sets. The arrow points to the
RMSEP of the model built using the
methodology proposed.

Data set II. NIR spectra of 46 corn samples. Selection of the Important

Factors To Be Used in the Screening Model. Initially evaluating the factors according

to Malinowski's IND function resulted in selecting 15 factors which were considered

to be important. The exchange algorithm searched for the subsets containing N=16-46

samples which maximized the Det(SNxie
T SNxie) function. The plot log(Det(MN)) Tl$
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Figure 4. Number of selected samples (N) FiSure 5" Number of selected samples (M)
versus log (Det(MN)). Corn samples, 15 factor versus loS (Det(MM)). Corn samples, five

j j selected factor model.

Table 4. Moisture of Corn. Regression Results for the Model Made with
15 Factors and the 27 Selected Samplesa

PC

1
2
4
3
7
6
9
13
15
10
14
12
11
8
5

eigenvalue
(xlO^3)
20.065
1.617
0.016
0.033
0.000
0.002
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.010

Ofm

variance
92.28
7.44
0.07
0.15
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.05

cumulative
% variance

92.28
99.72
99.79
99.94
99.94
99.95
99.95
99.95
99.95
99.95
99.95
99.95
99.95
99.95

100.00

coeff

8.26
4.85
1.26
0.78
0.54
0.24
0.24
0.23
0.16
0.14
0.10
0.10
0.04
0.03
0.02

f-test

48.17
34.14
7.31
5.68
2.78
1.17
1.59
1.21
1.10
0.94
0.71
0.57
0.19
0.16
0.11

CV
error
2.91
0.98
0.68
0.46
0.41
0.42
0.42
0.42
0.44
0.42
0.44
0.46
0.48
0.52
0.59

a The meanings of the columns are the same as for Table 1.
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versus number of selected samples N (Figure 4) shows that the subset of 27 samples is

the one having the most information per sample. From the experimentally

determined moisture content in these selected samples9, the screening regression

model was built. The regression results are listed in Table 4. Only factors 1-4 and 7

are statistically significant according to the f-test (calculated fo.o5,ii=1.80). This agrees

with the global minimum error obtained by cross-validation.

Final regression model. Using factors 1- 4 and 7 and the exchange algorithm, the

subset of 30 samples had maximum log(Det(MM)) (Figure 5), so only three new

samples had to be analyzed for their moisture content to be determined. The

regression results for the final model are listed in Table 5. All the factors used are

important for prediction as indicated by the i-test (¿0.05,24= 1.711) the results of which

agree with the ones obtained using the minimum RMSECV when the model is built

with all the selected factors.

Model validation. The model is accurate according to the F-test, with a=0.398. It

should be pointed out that a very good precision value of RMSEP = 0.44 is obtained.

Moreover, RMSECV = 0.39 is comparable to RMSECVT = 0.41, indicating that the

selected samples cover the experimental domain quite well.

Table 5. Regression Results for the Final PCR Model Made with Factor
Numbers 1,2,3,4, and 7 and the 30 Selected Samplesa

PC
1
2
4
3
7

coeff
8.32
4.82
1.31
0.78
0.38

i-test
57.27
41.98
8.80
6.85
2.74

CV error
2.90
0.92
0.66
0.44
0.39

aThe meanings of the columns are the same as for Table 1.
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Conclusions

A new procedure for selecting the best calibration sample subset for PCR has been

developed. It is based on D-optimal design theory and makes use of only the easily

obtainable multivariate instrumental responses. The cost in time and effort of the

calibration process is substantially reduced because only the selected samples are

submitted to chemical analysis by using a reference method. In addition, an approach

for quickly selecting the factors with high modeling ability in PCR has been devised.

The overall methodology has proven to provide accurate and precise results. The

method is of a general nature, and it can be applied to data sets obtained using very

different instrumental techniques.

Although only the selected samples are used for calibration, the eigenvector

structure is computed for all the instrumental responses available. In this way, all

possible causes of variability are taken into account, so ensuring that a representative

subset which covers the experimental domain of the chemical constituents is found.

However, it should be pointed out that, when few calibration samples are to be used,

the quality parameters of the methodology depend very much on the reliability of the

analytical results carried out using the reference method.

To sum up, the whole procedure tries to reach a compromise between the quality,

in terms of accuracy and precision, that the experimenter demands of the model and

the effort, in terms of time and cost, that he or she is ready to put in to build it.

Several research areas related to the present methodology can be developed in the

future. The approach developed is being tested by our group to select the minimum

number of appropriate samples for multivariate instrument standardization. In

addition, since prediction is the main function of the multivariate model, the quality

of the predictions furnished by the model, measured by var(c), (G-optimal designs)

instead of by minimizing the error of the coefficient estimates, could be a more

suitable criterion for selecting the samples to bund the final PCR model. This new

approach would overcome the distressing problem of not taking into account the

errors in the régresser variables to build the multivariate model. However, this would

require the development of new sample selection algorithms. Furthermore, a new

method to simultaneously designate the calibration and validation samples could be
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developed. This methodology would select, from the overall data set, the sample

subset that would provide the best estimation of the model coefficients and the

samples that give the best indication of the quality of the model.
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

Fedorov's exchange algorithm28'29 for selecting D-optimal matrices has three main

steps:

1) Initiation: the initial matrix SNX(P+I)(O) is bunt with N randomly selected samples

with the condition that the matrix S(°)TS(°> must be non-singular. Alternatively, the

experimenter can choose the samples it is made up of. In the case of SMX(Q+I)(O) , only

M-N samples are randomly added to the already selected N samples. For simplicity

the dimensions are not indicated: S<°)
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3 Selection of calibration samples and factors in PCR

2) Iteration number;':

1. The pair of samples (s°, s1 ) that gives the maximum increase in

Det(SO+i)TSO+i)) is selected. s° ("out")=(l, s°i , s°2,..., s°p)
T is the sample that

leaves the matrix SO), and si("in")=(l, si', 82',..., Sp1)1 is one of the candidate

samples that enters the matrix.

2. s° is replaced hy s1 in the matrix SO) so a new matrix S0+1) is obtained .

3) Stop criterion: the algorithm stops when the increase in Det(SO+1)TSO+i)) is zero or

less than a critical value.

Mathematical expressions:

When a sample s1 enters the initial matrix of experiments SO) and a sample s° leaves at

the same time, it can be shown41 that

Det(SO+i)TSO+i))= Det A( s^s1)

where: A( 8°^)= dis1) - d(s° ) - d^xdis0 ) + [d^^s1)]2 with :

dts^s1) = s°T(S(/)TSO))-i s1 = siT(SO)TS(/))-i s°

dis1) = d^s1)

d(s°) = d(s°,s°)

The maximum increase in Det(SO)TSO)) is achieved by the pair of samples with largest

A^s^X}, and this is what the algorithm looks for. The exchanges are faster when

only considering the samples with d(sj) - d(s° )>0 which is a necessary condition for

A(s° jS^X). A disadvantage of this algorithm is that the final solution depends on the

choice of the initial matrix since it can reach local maxima instead of global maxima.

This problem can be solved by repeating the procedure several times with different

initial matrices. In our experience, five to ten restarts are enough to find the best

solution several times.
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3.3 Determination ofethykne content...

3.3 Determination of ethylene content in

poly(propylene-ethylene) copolymers using
near-infrared spectra (NIR) and multivariate
calibration

(submitted)

Villagrasa C., Ferré J., Laman M.S*., Rius F.X., García C i.

Department of Chemistry, Universitat Rovira i Virgili. PI. Tanaca, 1. 43005 Tarragona.
1 Transformadora de Polipropileno TDP. PO Box 1175. Tarragona. Spain

A new method for determining the ethylene content in poly(propylene-

ethylene) copolymers using near-infrared spectra (NIR) in the 1666-1767 nm range

and multivariate calibration is discussed. Three multivariate calibration methods

were studied; principal component regression (PCR), principal component

regression selecting the factors according to its predictive ability (PCRSF), and

partial least-squares regression (PLS). PLS was found to have the best precision.

The absence of bias in this model was assessed by performing the joint statistical

test of the slope and the ordinate in the regression of cpred-cv versus Cknown for the

calibration samples taking, into account the errors in both axes.
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3 Selection of calibration samples and factors in PCR

1.Introduction

Heterophasic poly(propylene-ethylene) copolymers are widely used for industrial

purposes because of their extreme toughness. This property is usually measured by

the impact strength,1'2 which is related, among other variables, to the ethylene

content. Determining the percentage of ethylene is an important analysis in the

quality control process of these plastics.

In industry, ethylene concentration is usually determined by using the infrared

(IR) spectra of the pressed films of these copolymers3'4. The area of the bands between

750 and 690 cm4, which corresponds to the absorption of the methylenic sequences, is

used to calculate the ethylene concentration. This area, however, is previously

divided by the area of the bands between 4361 and 3950 cnr1 to correct for the

thickness of the film. Univariate linear calibration of these data is then carried out

using internal standards as a reference. The variability coefficient of this analysis is

between 5-10%. It is sometimes difficult to accurately determine ethylene

concentration because of the presence of talc which produces a band in the IR spectra

that overlaps the ethylene band (Figure 1), thus making univariate calibration

unsuitable in this case.

0 40

035

0 tO

0.05

760 740 720 620 $00

Figure 1. A typical IR absorption spectrum of poly(propylene-ethylene)
copolymer a)without talc b)with talc
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3.3 Determination ofethylene content...

In this study, an alternative method for determining ethylene in poly(propylene-

ethylene) copolymers is described. It uses the near-infrared (NIR) spectra of the

samples between 1666 and 1767 run which correspond to the first overtone of CH

stretching bands5. Although the use of NIR spectroscopy to determine structural

properties in different types of plastics such as polyethylene and polyurethane has

been reported6-7 to our knowledge, neither quantitative nor qualitative application of

poly(propylene-ethylene) copolymers have been described. Multivariate calibration

must be applied to quantify the ethylene concentration since there are no selective

wavelengths. Three multivariate calibration methods were studied and compared:

principal component regression (PCR), PCR selecting factors for their prediction

ability (PCRSF) and partial least-squares regression (PLS).

2. Theoretical background

Notation. Matrices are represented by bold capital letters, column vectors by

bold lower-case letters and scalars by italic characters. The superscript means

transposed. The subindices in a matrix indicate its dimensions. Let R be the

column mean-centered matrix of instrumental response data for I samples and J

sensors and c the vector of the ethylene concentration in the I calibration

samples.

Principal component regression. In PCR, R is decomposed according to:

R = T P + F/*; ÍXP I*P ix] (1)

where the columns in T/xp are P<min(IJ) uncorrelated underlying factors, P is

the loading matrix and E is a matrix of residuals. After determining which Q

principal components are important for regression, cjxl is regressed versus T

according to:
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3 Selection of calibration samples and factors in PCR

(2)

where Pf0+1>xl is the vector of regression coefficients, a column vector of 1's has

been appended to T to account for a constant term and the elements of f Jxl are

the calibration error terms. An estimate of p can be found using the least-squares

method8. The Q factors that provide the best predictive model can be found by

cross-validation of several regression models built with a different number of

factors. These factors are put into the model depending on the value of their

corresponding eigenvalue.

Principal component regression with selection of factors (PCRSF). It

has been shown that the factors with the largest eigenvalues do not necessarily give

the best predictive PCR model10. An alternative PCR model can be built by

considering only the most-predictive principal components, which can be selected

with a screening method. The procedure used, which has the advantage of being very

fast, is as follows:

(1) R . is decomposed according to equation (1). The number of factors in TJxp is

selected on the basis of the optimal number of factors used to bund the 'usual' PCR

model and it is overdetermined to ensure that all factors containing information are

taken into account.

n .(2) The Range-Midrange Transformation is performed on T ={f¡p} for every

sample z'=l,...,I and every factor p=l,...,P so as to obtain S;xp={s¡P}:

s,p=(tiP-Cp)/Rp (3)

where:

Cp= [max (tip) + min (tip)] / 2

Rp- fmax(ííp) - min (tip)] / 2

with max(iip) and min(f;p) being the highest and lowest score values for the pfh factor.

This scaling technique makes the scaled scores sip for every factor span the range
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